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Helmet Use in Snow Sports in Switzerland over the Past 20 Years
F. Bürgi1*, P. Derrer1, S. Niemann1 & O. Brügger1
1

Swiss Council for Accident Prevention BFU

Keywords: skiing, snowboarding, sledding, helmet use
INTRODUCTION. Skiing, snowboarding, and sledding are among the most popular winter sports in Switzerland.
However, on average, over 82,000 people annually in Switzerland sustain snow sports-related injuries that require
medical attention [1,2]. Studies have shown that wearing a helmet can prevent or reduce the severity of one third
of all head injuries [3]. Currently, head injuries account for 13% in skiing, for 15% in snowboarding and for 14%
in sledding [2]. The BFU (Swiss Council for Accident Prevention) made great efforts in the past 20 years to
promote the helmet use in snow sports. The present study aimed to evaluate the monitoring data on the use of
protective equipment in order to give an overview of the helmet use in snow sports in Switzerland over the past
20 years.
METHODS. Starting in the winter of 2002/03, surveys were conducted at 21 Swiss ski resorts every 2-3 years to
determine the rate of helmet use and its association with participant demographics (sex, age, and country of
residence). In this study, the extend of head injuries in snow sports was not recorded.
RESULTS. Between the winters of 2002/03 and 2011/12, skiing and snowboarding helmet use increased from
16% [95%CI: 13-19%] to 84% [83-89%], which represented an average increase of 8%/year. Helmet use continued
to increase slightly to 93% [91-94%] by 2018/19. Women wore helmets more often than men, for both skiing (95%
[93-96%] vs. 92% [90-93%]) and snowboarding (97% [93-99%] vs. 89% [85-92%]). In the winter of 2009/10,
foreign tourists wore helmets (62% [53-70%]) significantly less often than Swiss participants (82% [77-86%]).
However, by 2018/19, 92% [89-94%] of foreign tourists and 93% [91-94%] of Swiss participants wore helmets.
Noticeably fewer helmets were used in sledging than in skiing or snowboarding. In 2018/19, only 56% [48-63%]
of sledders wore helmets, and the rate did not change substantially over the last few years. Adult sledders (>18
years old) wore helmets significantly less often (43% [35-52%]) than children (80% [74-84%]).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. In Switzerland, most people wear helmets for skiing or snowboarding,
with only slight differences between different demographic groups. Therefore, ongoing prevention efforts should
be maintained, particularly in associations that lead snow sport activities. Helmet use is less popular in sledging,
particularly among adults. The survey of the sledders shows that future prevention measures should raise the
awareness of the risk of head injury in sledging for all ages.
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Analysis of Death in Snow Sports in US from 1974 through 2019
J.E. Shealy1*, I. Scher 2 & L. Stepan3
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INTRODUCTION.
Death to recreational participants in alpine snow sports (skiing and snowboarding) is an unfortunate but almost
inevitable event given the nature of the sport and the environment. Data of the sort revealed in this analysis is
important to risk management/abatement/mitigation planning.
METHODS.
This analysis of death from snow sports in the US is based on 1,306 specific reports of death at US resorts from
1974 through 2019. Inclusion criteria: trauma related death to recreational skiers and snowboarders, within the
boundaries of the resort. Exclusion criteria: deaths due to medical emergencies, employees, out-of-bounds. The
1,306 individual death records are from USCPSC (US Consumer Product Safety Commission) records, as well
as records from various media sources. An audit was performed to ensure no redundancies. A total of 1,306
reports, 1,051 males, 216 females, 42 gender not recorded were obtained. These records do not necessarily
represent every death for any given season. Overall fatality rate by season is based on NSAA (National Ski
Areas Association) records of annual fatalities and resort visits.
RESULTS.
Major findings:
1. The overall fatality rate has been essentially constant over time while the overall rate of any injury from1972
to 2006 declined by 55%1
2. Males as a percent of fatally injured has increased from 78% in 1974 to 89% in 2019.
3. The mean age of death has increased from 25 years of age in 1973/4 to 38 as of 2019 which largely tracks the
increase in age for the skiing/snowboarding public in the US over the same time 2.
4. The majority of fatalities occur on Blue trails (55%), 35% on Black or Double Black and only 10% on Green
trails.
5. The most common agent of death is a tree (67%), males are about twice as likely as females to die from
hitting a rock and five times as likely to die in a tree well. Females are twice as likely to die from a collision
with another person and 3.5 times as likely to die from hitting the snow surface.
6. Most deaths (61.1%) are due to a collision with a fixed object of some sort. 82%% of the collisions are with
trees,
7. The most likely cause of death is some sort of a head injury (55%) followed by torso injury (19%). Males 3.8
times as likely to die in a tree well than a female, females 1.6 times as likely to die from exsanguination.
8. The picture that emerges is the most likely death will be a male (80+%), striking a fixed object (61.1%), said
object a tree (82% of all fixed collisions) while on a Blue Square trail (55%) and sustaining a massive head or
torso injury (74%).
9. As the use of helmets has increased from small single digits in 1990 to over 90% by 2020 3, the death rate has
not changed significantly.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. This information
management/abatement/mitigation programs at resorts.

may
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helpful
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formulating

risk
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Is helmet usage in snow sports player lower in Japan than other country?
Y. Urabe 1*, M. Komiya, T. Tashiro1, M. Morikawa2 & N. Maeda3
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INTRODUCTION. Snow sports player such as skier and snowboarder are at risk of head injuries. Since head
injuries could lead to fatal injuries, preventive measures are important. Previous studies have shown that helmet
use may contribute to the prevention and decrease the severity of head injuries. In Japan, it appears that helmet
use is not strictly adhered to in comparison to other countries. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to confirm
the helmet wearing rate in Japan and to compare it with other countries.
METHODS.
To investigate helmet wearing rates in Japan, we visited three ski resorts in Hokkaido, two in Nagano, and one in
Hiroshima during the 2019/2020 season. In addition, we visited one ski resort each in Squaw Valley and Cortina
d'Ampezzo in the 2018/2019 season to observe helmet wearing rates. Helmet wearing rates were calculated for
those who visited the main slopes for 20 minutes each in AM and PM and were conducted for both adults and
children.
RESULTS. The helmet use rate in Japan was 64.7%. On the other hand, the helmet use rate in other countries was
90.1%. In addition, for children only, the helmet use rate in Japan was 82.1%. On the other hand, the helmet use
rate in other countries was 92.9%.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The helmet use rate in Japan was lower than that in foreign ski resorts,
suggesting that the awareness of helmet-use need in Japan is low. It was also observed that Japanese children did
not wear helmets, and in the previous study (Cundy et al. 2010), it was reported that it was parental guidance that
triggered helmet use, so helmet use should be more strongly encouraged between parents and children.
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Epidemiology of Severe Pediatric Trauma Following Winter Sport Accidents: a French
Experience
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INTRODUCTION. The injury patterns and outcomes associated with severe injuries due to skiing, snowboarding and sledding have not been fully characterized in children. This study aims to report our experience as
the only pediatric trauma center in the French alps, to describe the epidemiology of severe injuries related to winter
sports (skiing, snowboarding and sledding) in children and assesses potential preventive actions.
METHODS. A single-center retrospective study performed at Pediatric or Adult Intensive Care Unit in the French
Alps. Our center is the only level-1 pediatric trauma center in the French Alps. All patients less than 15 years old,
admitted to the Intensive Care Unit following a skiing, snowboarding or sledding accident from 2011 to 2018,
were included.
RESULTS. We included 186 patients (mean age 10.6 years and 68% were male); of which 136 (73%), 21 (11%)
and 29 (16%) had skiing, snowboarding and sledding accidents, respectively. The average ISS (injury severity
score) was 16. The major lesions were head (n = 94 patients, 51%) and intra-abdominal (n = 56 patients, 30%)
injuries. Compared to skiing/snowboarding, sledding accidents affected younger children (7 vs 11 years, P < .001);
most of whom did not wear a helmet (89% vs 8%, P < .001). Severity scores were statistically different amongst
winter sports (ISS = 16 (IQR 9-24) for skiing, 9 (IQR 4-16) for snowboarding and 16 (IQR 13-20) for sledding
accident, P = .02).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Winter sports can cause severe trauma in children. Sledding accidents
affect younger children that may benefit from wearing protective equipment.

Epidemiology of work-related accidents among athletes of the French ski federation (FFS)
I. Catala1,2, S. De Jesus1,3
1
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INTRODUCTION.
Since 2016, France has implemented work-related accident legislation for high-level athletes. It allows athletes
to benefit from financial compensation and medical care if an accident occurs during sports practice (while
training or competing). An exhaustive register is held by the FFS medical service since 2019.
MATERIAL AND METHODS.
From the occupational accident registry, we performed an epidemiological analysis of the 2021 and 2022 data
according to discipline (alpine, cross-country, snowboard, free-style...), athlete gender, type of injury, and month
of the year.
RESULTS.
In 2018, 80 accidents were reported, compared to 92 in 2019, 74 in 2020 (Covid containment year), 84 in 2021,
and 13 by February 23, 2022.
In 2021, 38 accidents were registered in alpine skiing, 23 in snowboarding, 17 in free-style, 2 in biathlon, 4 in
cross-country skiing. 5 people were injured more than once during the calendar year. A total of 52 men and 32
women were involved in accidents.
In 2022, 5 accidents were registered in Alpine skiing, 5 in freestyle, 1 in Nordic combined, 1 in cross-country
skiing and 1 in snowboarding. These accidents involved 6 males and 7 females.
Analysis by type of injury shows that in 2021, 3 athletes were injured at least twice. Among the impacted areas,
the knees are the most common (14 injuries), followed by the cranium (13), ankles (12), hands (9), spine (8)
wrists (5), chest (5), abdomen (3) pelvis (3), hips (2), teeth (2), shoulders (2), feet (2), buttocks (1), shin (1),
femur (1), clavicle (1), thighs (1), nose (1), and elbows (1).
In 2022, 3 spine injuries were identified. Other zones of injuries included 3 hands, 3 knee, 1 ankle, 1 wrist, 1
shoulder, and 1 elbow.
In 2021, 10 accidents occurred in January, 7 in February, 15 in march, 2 in April, 1 in May, 2 in June, 3 in July,
7 in august, 7 in September, 10 in October, 9 in November and 10 in December.
In 2022, an Olympic year, 6 accidents were reported in January and 7 between February 1 and 23.
CONCLUSION.
The epidemiological analysis allows to set up prevention and awareness actions. This has been the case for the
past 2 years for concussions.

Wrist Protector Use and Barriers to their Use in Switzerland
F. Bürgi1*, P. Derrer1, S. Niemann1 & O. Brügger1
1
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INTRODUCTION. The most common type of injury sustained during snowboarding is a wrist injury. Wrist or
forearm injuries occur in 3200 Swiss snowboarders annually [1]. Wrist protectors are a reasonable option to
prevent such injuries and the criteria for a sufficient protection have been defined by an international group of
experts [2]. Although it was scientifically proven that wrist protectors could effectively reduce these injuries [2],
the use of wrist protectors has decreased over the last 15 years. In the winters of 2002/03 to 2008/09, 36-42% of
snowboarders wore wrist protectors. In the winter of 2018/19, the proportion decreased to only 24% [3]. This
implementation study aimed to identify barriers to the use of wrist protectors among Swiss snowboarders and
suggest specific measures for promoting their use in future.
METHODS. In February and March 2018, face-to-face interviews were conducted on the slopes of 21 ski resorts
in Switzerland with a standardized questionnaire. We collected information about snowboarders’ behaviours and
attitudes toward using wrist protectors, wrist protector characteristics, snowboarding skills, and demographics [4].
RESULTS. Among all the snowboarders invited to participate (Swiss residents and aged ≥15 years), 79% agreed
to participate. Among the 721 snowboarders interviewed (mean age: 28±9.1 years, 34% females), 16% used wrist
protectors. Wrist protectors were used significantly more often by adolescents (15-17 years, 28%) than by adults
(≥18 years; 15%; p<0.01). However, we found no differences between the sexes or among individuals with
different skill levels. We also found that many wrist protectors did not provide sufficient protection from injuries.
From the experts' points of view [Ref 2], the stabilising elements were often too short or too long or, when they
were attached to the forearms and wrists, they could not be sufficiently tightened. The most common reasons given
for not using wrist protectors were: a belief that they could increase the risk of injury (22%), they were ineffective
(18%), and that they were uncomfortable (16%).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. In Switzerland, snowboarders were poorly informed about the efficacy
of wrist protectors, and only a minority of snowboarders used them. Therefore, further effort is needed to provide
adequate information to non-users. In addition, many wrist protector users wore ineffective models. In 2020, a
new ISO CEN standard for wrist protectors came into force; thus, in the future, only products with sufficient
protection should be available on the market. Future prevention measures are planned to target the lack of
knowledge among snowboarders and suppliers.
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Epidemiology of Freeski injuries
J. Landete
Keywords: Ski, Freestyle, Injury, Incidence.
INTRODUCTION. Freeskiing is an individual snow sport with different modalities, which consist of going
downhill, overcoming obstacles and performing technical tricks of great difficulty depending on the modality (Big
Air, Slope Style or Half Pipe). It is a sport that has a high rate of injuries, which leads to the absence of athletes.
In addition, there is a lack of scientific evidence in the study of injuries in this sport, so this work aims to specify
which injuries are the ones that occur most frequently and to find out what type of training athletes follow.
METHODS. Survey of 28 professional or semi-professional freeskiers asking questions about the injuries, in what
situation they have been injured and the type of training they follow. The data and graphs have been prepared with
Microsoft Excel using the arithmetic mean, mode, etc.
RESULTS. The knee is the most affected structure, 89.30% have had a knee injury. 57.10% of the freeskiers have
suffered an injury with a sports absence greater than 30 days and the greatest number of injuries they have suffered
are of the ligamentous type, specifically 75% have suffered an injury of this type. The results obtained from the
training questionnaire have not been relevant, with differences in the runners' way of training.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Freeski has a high injury rate where the knee is the most affected structure
with recovery times> 30 days in many cases. It is a modality in which there is a lot of research ahead to advance
correctly and avoid injuries.

Epidemiology of Maxillofacial Traumatisms in French Alps Metropole (Grenoble): Specificity
for the mountain sports and evolution in the last 40 years
S. Pia Gelin1*, J.-P. Giot 2
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INTRODUCTION. Over the years, several studies have been carried in the Teaching Hospital of Grenoble, analysing the
epidemiology of facial injuries. The aim of this study was to gather and compare the previous works, focusing on the injuries
caused by mountains sports. The evolution of mountain sports trauma in the last 40 years was studied, and observations on the
protective action on the face and facial bones of the helmet were made.
METHODS. The data from all facial injuries treated in the years 2016 and 2017 were collected, and a retrospective study
was performed. It was supplemented by the data of 3 articles (1981, 1992, 2006) and a thesis (1985).
RESULTS. Localizations of the fractures, when not discriminated according to causes, were consistently the same in our
study than in previous works, with 66% of upper 2/3 of the face fractures, and 22% of lower 1/ 3 fractures. When filtering only
mountain sports traumatisms, a significant decrease of upper 2/3 facial injuries was observed in the current study compared to
the 1981, 1985 and 2006 data. This drop tallies with the period where the use of the helmet generalized. The evolution of

mountain sports practices, the improvement of protective personal equipment and of the security on sport sites triggered a real
diminution of mid and upper face traumatisms.
One image only
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.
Facial traumatisms are a consistent part of the Maxillo-facial surgery team’s work in Grenoble Teaching hospital, as it has been
in the previous decades. In the years 2016-2017, 666 patients were managed by our surgical team, 93 of them suffering from a
facial trauma caused by mountains sports. 92 out of 93 mountain sports patients had surgery under general anesthesia. This fact
assesses the severity of mountain sports traumas. This is also confirmed by the observation that the principal diagnosis in
mountain sports traumas are fractures (68%), either of mandible, midface, or panfacial. Mountain-sports accident patients were
different from other sports patients as they were of all ages. People in Grenoble tend to begin skiing as children, and continue
to ski, bike and hike until an advanced age. However, adults between 20 and 50 have less accidents that result in facial injuries
than young or older patients. This can be explained by the fact that young people, from children to young adults, are in the
learning and experimental phases of skiing and biking. Those above age 50 are more at risk of falling while skiing and hiking
because of their diminishing strength and balance. Localizations of the fractures, when not discriminated according to causes,
were consistently the same in previous works than in our study, with 66% of upper 2/3 of face fractures and 22% of lower 1/3
fractures. However, we found that fracture localizations depended on the cause of the trauma. Our data revealed that 75% of
the fractures due to non-mountain sports were mid-face fractures. In mountain sports, only 24% of the fractures attained the
mid-face. This pattern of injuries was significantly different in mountain sports compared to all the traumatisms (x2, p value =
0,00017%). This difference may arise partly from the development of well-groomed slopes and trails, and of improved
equipment, but it is probably due mainly to the new wearing of helmets in most mountain sports. The results of the previous
studies conducted in Grenoble show that before 2000, patients with mountain sport injuries suffered mainly from injuries to
the upper two-thirds of the face or the whole face (70% or more of facial fractures in 1981,1985 ans 1992 studies). In our 2019
study, concerning mountain sports patients, the number of upper 2/3 of the face injuries equals the number of lower 1/3 injuries,
and the total of upper twothird or whole face fracture amounted to only 57 % of all the facial fractures. The proportion of these
injuries is thus significantly different in 2019 from the proportion in previous years. This diminution strongly suggests that
wearing a helmet protects not only the head, but also the upper two-thirds of the face from fractures and wounds. In conclusion,
with this conviction that the helmet has a protective action for the head and upper 2/3 of the face, and with the new panel of
sensation-bearing risky mountain sports appearing (canyoning, climbing, via ferrata, paragliding, base jump, wingsuit, speed
riding. . .), the helmet is a basic equipment that no-one should omit when practicing mountain sports.
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Skiing with a Backpack: Neck and Head Injury with a Backward Fall, Case Report
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INTRODUCTION. Severe cervical spine injuries associated with alpine skiing are well described in the literature
(1). In many cases, a forceful extension of the cervical spine contributes to the injuries. According to non – skiing
related literature a backward swing of the cervical spine is cited as a cause for whiplash injury (2). This is a
clinically relatively mild cervical soft tissue disorder that has not yet been scientifically proven to be related to
skiing. However, there are numerous case reports of injured individuals suggesting that whiplash injury may be
associated with skiing accidents. This article describes whiplash and concussion injury that occurred in a backward
fall of a skier who was carrying a backpack with measurement equipment. The accident occurred during the study
of how the waist width of alpine skis influences the kinematics of the knee joint (3).
METHODS. The skier's motion was tracked using the RTK GNSS system and the inertial sensor motion capture
suit. The GNSS, which was housed in a backpack, weighed 1.64 kg. The skier was also filmed with a camcorder.
The participant skied giant slalom turns at the speed generally not exceeding 15m/s (moderate speed).
RESULTS. At the end of the turn, the ski binding came loose and the skier lost her balance at about 15m/s. She
fell first on her left side and then flipped over on her back with her head pointing down the slope. In this second
and very forceful impact, the backpack was the first object to hit the ground. Then there was neck extension
followed by the impact of the head. From speaking with the participant immediately after the accident, a mild
concussion was suspected. A few hours later, moderate neck muscle pain developed and lasted for several days.

Figure: Backward and head downfall of the skier carrying a backpack
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. From the video footage analysis of the accident, it appears that the
backpack most likely did not hit the head and thus directly affected the head trauma concussion. However, the
hard object (backpack with measuring equipment) placed just beneath the base of the neck in the supine position
increased the distance between the head and the snow surface. Consequently, the backpack acted as a lever around
which the head rotated and then hit the hard-snowy ground. This movement chain with a potentially prolonged
neck extension pathway and increased rotational acceleration most likely contributed to whiplash injury. Such
movement in the neck could lead even to a more severe traumatic injury in the worst-case scenario. In conclusion,
our observation suggests that skiing with a backpack may represent an increased risk factor for whiplash or even
more severe neck injuries.
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INTRODUCTION. Youth mountain bike racing is a rapidly growing sport with many physical and psychological
benefits for participants. However, the sport is not without risk. Since 2018, nationwide injury data in the United
States have been prospectively collected via the National Interscholastic Cycling Association Injury Surveillance
System (NICA ISS). We report the results of an injury prevention intervention in this cohort.
METHODS. Based on insights obtained through analysis of the first two years of data collection, two separate
interventions were undertaken prior to the 2021 season. Data from the first two years of the ISS indicated that a
mismatch between rider skill and the technical nature of the trail at the site of a crash was a major risk factor for
injury. The first intervention consisted of sending a data-driven, electronic safety brochure to all student-athletes,
parents, coaches and race officials in a single league. The injury prevention brochure was informed by data
previously collected from the first two years of the NICA ISS, and included information on how injuries occur and
tips on how to prevent mountain biking injuries. The second intervention consisted of an enhanced program of
on-the-bike skills training for coaches. Injury data following the interventions was compared with pooled injury
data from the 2018 plus 2019 seasons. Data from the 2020 season, which was significantly curtailed by the
pandemic, was omitted from the analysis.
RESULTS. The implementation of a data-driven, educational brochure on injury prevention resulted in no
significant change in injury proportion during the 2021 season compared with the 2018 and 2019 seasons.
Enhanced on-the-bike skills training for coaches reduced injury proportions among student-athletes by 32%, from
2.80 per 100 student-athletes in 2018 plus 2019 to 1.91 injuries per 100 student-athletes in 2021 (p < 0.001).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. To our knowledge, there have not previously been any prospective, injury
prevention studies in youth mountain bike racing. Based on insights obtained through prospective, comprehensive
analysis of when and how youth mountain biking injuries occur, we show that a data-driven, enhanced on-the-bike
skills training program for coaches results in a significantly decreased injury proportion in student-athletes. The
methodology used on this study has applicability to other sports, including mountain snow sports.
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INTRODUCTION. Recommendations for physical fitness as well as warming up before skiing are extremely
contradictory and illogical when it comes to ski injuries. There are many papers ¹² ׳and even books on preparing
for skiing. However, there is indeed no solid evidence that better fitness will significantly reduce injuries in
recreational skiers. Also, high BMI (body mass index) is a risk factor for injuries in many sports ³. This analysis
tried to investigate the impact of the intensity and duration of exercise throughout the year, as well as warm-up
immediately before skiing, and association of BMI with the possibility of injury in recreational alpine skiing.
METHODS. The study included injured recreational skiers of all ages, skiing knowledge, and both sexes,
collected in special rehabilitation hospitals over five years (2013-2018), and a control group that never
experienced an injury. The control group was collected after a full day of skiing at ski resorts, also over a period
of five years. Both groups completed a questionnaire. Comparing the two groups, the influence of intensity,
duration of the activity of all exercises during the whole year were measured, as well as immediate warm-up
before skiing on the possibility of injury was examined. To determine worm-up the questionnaire asked: Did you
perform a warm-up that lasted over two minutes immediately before skiing day? YES / NO. The intensity of
exercise was classified according to the Compendium of physical activity into mild (1-4 MET), moderate (5-8
MET), and vigorous (greater than 8 MET). The number of days of activity was estimated by multiplying the
number of months or weeks of activity by the frequency of activities in one week. To examine the association of
activity intensity, and warm-up before skiing with injury occurrence, the Fischer test, and chi-square test were
used respectively. As data on exercise were not normally distributed, the Mann-Whitney U test was employed to
examine differences in exercise habits and BMI between the two groups.
RESULTS. A total of 411 surveys were collected (207 injured and 204 uninjured). The activity of recreational
athletes throughout the year lasted on average 105.2 days (SD = 89.25). At the level of statistical significance of
5%, no differences were observed in the distribution of the number of months of training (Mann-Whitney U test;
p = 0.065) or the number of days of training (Mann-Whitney U test; p = 0.204) between injured and uninjured
groups of skiers. Activity intensity (p=0,557) and warm-up before skiing (p=0,969) were not associated with
injury. Also, there was no difference in BMI between injured and uninjured skiers (Mann-Whitney U test; p =
0,637).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION. As mentioned earlier, one of the most contradictory data is that of the
impact of physical fitness on injuries, where several papers have shown that it has no proven effect on the
probability of injury - whether it is the intensity of exercise or the duration of the exercise. That data is consistent
with the results obtained in this study. This result could be explained by skiers’ ability to limit themselves in
excessive requirements such as speed or difficult slopes and thus to prevent injury. Results also show the lack of
association of BMI with injury probability, Since BMI cannot discriminate fat from muscle mass, it is not the
most objective indicator for many analyzes, so body fat percentage may be used in the future.
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INTRODUCTION. Knee injuries have been evolving through the years. We present our knee injury experience
in a ski resort medical center. We wanted to analyze our impression that some specific diagnoses are evolving
throughout the seasons.
METHODS. Since 2005 we have been collecting data in Baqueira-Beret Medical Center in the Pyrenees. During
seventeen consecutive seasons we have recorded 15.551 knee injuries. We have analyzed the diagnosis and
probability of injury for every knee lesion, and we have recorded in charts the diagnosis’ trends.

RESULTS.
1. We have analyzed the variability among different knee injuries since 2005 and we have found the
following results: MCL at 41.07% of all knee injuries. ACL at 37.08% of all knee injuries. LCL at 4.8%.
Sprain and contusions at 21.83% of all knee injuries. Tibia plateau fracture at 6.85%. Tibia eminence
avulsion at 3.87%. Segond fracture at 2.10% Finally, PCL at 0.29%.
Gender distribution shows predominance in females, for all different knee injury diagnosis.
ACL injuries in females represented 62.44% compared to 37.56% in males. Mean age in ACL injuries
was 41.32 years old.
2. In the evolutive trend analysis, ACL incidence in 2005 started at 6 per every 1000 total ski injuries and
evolved to a maximum peak of 16. Tibia plateau fractures started at 1.5/1000 in 2005 and augmented to
2.52 in 2020.
MCL started at 15 for every 1000 injuries in 2005 and decreased to 12.66 after 16 seasons. LCL started
in a 3.25/1000 injuries decreased to 1,08 throughout the seasons.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.
When analyzing the statistical trend for specific diagnosis, we have observed that ACL injuries, and Tibia Plateau
Fractures tend to increase through the consecutive seasons. Medial Collateral Ligament and Lateral Collateral
Ligament injuries tend to decrease, or to stay constant.

Important Risk Factors during Alpine Skiing: Time of Day / Week and Duration and Number of
Breaks
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INTRODUCTION. When analysing the timing of injury, it was found that most injuries occur between the first and third
hour of skiing and on the third and last (sixth or seventh) day.¹,² Also the duration of skiing and fatigue are questionable risk
factors that have been found not to increase the risk of ACL injury in female skiers.² Another review shows that a rested skier
is significantly less likely to be injured and that fatigue is one of the main factors for injury³. This study aimed to determine
the time and day of the injuries in recreational skiers and their influence on injury severity and also the influence of the
number and duration of breaks on the possibility of injury.

METHODS. Injured recreational skiers (n=212) of all ages, skiing knowledge, and both sexes, collected in special
rehabilitation hospitals over five (2013-2018) years, were included in the study. A control group (n=206) that never suffered
an injury was also included after a full day of skiing at ski resorts. Duration of the skiing day was not controlled as an
additional variable for control group. Number and duration of the breaks were estimated on the day of the injury for injured
and on the day of the survey for the control. Not all injured respondents (ranged from 175 to 212) answered all questions, but
taking into account the set level of statistical significance the planned sample size was sufficient for reliable analysis. Injured
group was asked additionaly which day of skiing in the week, at what time and after how many hours of skiing the injury
occurred (including breaks and waiting for the lift). Both groups completed a questionnaire. Using logistic regression, we
calculated the influence of the number and duration of breaks on the possibility of injury. Mann-Whitney U test was used to
examine differences in breaks number and duration between two groups. The influence of time of day on injury severity was
analysed by comparing the three groups using the Kruskall- Wallis test via the ISS (Injury severity score).

RESULTS. Most injuries occurred between 12h and 14h, after 3 hours of skiing and on the third day of skiing. Injury
severity was not related to time of day (Kruskal-Wallis test; p = 0.761) or number of ski hours per day (Kruskal-Wallis test; p
= 0.759). However, the number of ski days before injury suggested that severe and moderate injuries tended to occur earlier
(median 2.5 and 2.0 days, respectively) than mild injuries (median 3.0 days) Skiers had an average of 2.1 breaks (standard
deviation (SD) = 1.30) that lasted 29.7 (SD = 18.48) minutes on average, which did not include waiting time and ski lift
transportation. No correlation was observed between injury and the number of breaks (P=0,252), as opposed to a significant
difference in the distribution of the average break duration (P=0,016) and the total duration of breaks (P=0.01) between
groups. Uninjured skiers generally took longer breaks compared to those injured. Increasing average duration of the breaks
was accompanied by 14% lower odds for injury for every 10 minutes (OR= 0,986; 95% CI= 0,973-0,999).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION. The results obtained are complementary to the previous ones, and the largest
number of injuries occur on the 2nd and 3rd day. Severe and moderate injuries tend to occur earlier than light injuries. The
reason for such injury may be due to excessive relaxation and false security on the second or third day of skiing. Greatest
number of injuries occur between 12 noon and 1 pm. This is the usual time of first major break in skiing, when you eat, so
hunger and thirst, not just fatigue, could also be the cause of injuries during this period. The duration of breaks is a potential
risk factor for injuries as they affect fatigue, and thus indirectly the possibility of injury. Although the number of breaks in
both groups was similar, the average time spent in each break was higher in the uninjured group, and each additional 10
minutes reduced the odds of injury by 14%. This information is especially important in the new situation with the COVID-19
virus due to epidemiological measures, and that could increase the number of injuries.
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INTRODUCTION. There are two popular techniques to facilitate the crossover in an alpine ski turn. The extension
(EXT) where the knees and hips are extending to facilitate weight transfer between skis and flexion (FLEX) where
the knees and hips are in a flexed position with minimal rise of the skier’s COM. Rundell et al. (1997) reported
significant ischemia and haemoglobin-oxygen (HbO2) desaturation in speed skaters when skating in a constant
crouched position. It is well known that persistent ischemia leads to hypoxia which results in reduced force
production and premature fatigue. What is not known is how a FLEX position during the crossover affects muscle
physiology during skiing. The purpose of this study is to compare near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), muscle
activity (EMG), and perceived exertion (RPE) responses to EXT and FLEX crossovers in expert level skiers.
METHODS. 24 Professional Ski Instructors of America Level III alpine ski instructors, examiners, and National
Demonstration Team members volunteered for this IRB approved study. Data from 21 standard turns were analysed.
Skiers completed one run of EXT and one of FLEX at crossover on a moderate pitch. NIRS (Moxy) assessed mean
HbO2 desaturation in the rectus femoris (RF) and vastus lateralis (VL). HbO2 data are presented as % change from
baseline. EMG was collected from the RF, VL, and gluteus medius (GM). EMG data were processed via RMS
analysis and scripts based on normalization of turn time (Delsys, Inc.). The Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion scale
(RPE, 0-10) was used to assess subjective exertion. Paired t-tests and ANOVA were used to analyse data.
RESULTS. Performing FLEX resulted in greater HbO2 desaturation in RF (-77.9 ±21% vs. -67.5 ±23%, p<.001)
and VL (-69.8 ±23.1% vs. -61.1 ±24.6%, p<.001) and RPE (6.0 ±2.3 vs. 5.2 ±2.0, p<.001) compared to EXT. FLEX
crossovers also resulted in 10% greater average EMG signal over the turn cycle for RF (p<.001) while EXT resulted
in 6% greater (p<.001) GM signal compared to FLEX (Figures 1 and 2). No difference occurred for VL.
Figure 1. Rectus femoris activity during turn cycle

Figure 2. Gluteus medius activity during turn cycle.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. FLEX crossovers are commonly used in ski racing. However, caution
should be exercised with recreational skiers as the FLEX crossover technique resulted in significantly greater
stress compared to EXT. Localized ischemia and hypoxia appear to be the focal points of this stress as HbO2
desaturation was ~15% greater as well as a greater perception of exertion during FLEX. Crossover techniques also
influenced the timing of muscle activity throughout the turn cycle. Fitness is crucial for delaying fatigue and
minimizing injury risk if FLEX crossovers are performed for an extended time in recreational skiers.
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INTRODUCTION. Alpine skiing injuries harm an average 2.2 per 1000 skiers-day (Dickson & Terwiel, 2021),
with fatigue and stress contributing at least “sufficiently” to injury 15-24% of the time (Seras Martínez et al.,
2021). Various elements of fatigue are closely associated with breathing pattern (BP); breathing rate (BR), for
example, is highly correlated with perceived exertion, emotional and environmental stress, and cognitive load
(Nicolò et al., 2020). Hence, monitoring BP during activity could help to detect clinically-relevant changes in BP
variables and perhaps prevent risk factors to injury. However, there are limited reports on normal BP responses
during recreational alpine skiing. Hence, we sought to examine inter- and intra-individual changes in BP and
locomotor-respiratory coupling (LRC) during fatiguing alpine skiing.
METHODS. A sample of 16 male recreational skiers (25.6 ± 3.8 y) with advanced-elite experience participated
in this study. All testing was performed at Planai, Schladming, Austria on a red/intermediate slope between 13501830 m altitude. Skiers performed a maximum of 10 runs of 150-180 s at a prescribed turn frequency of 80
turns/min (instructed via audio). They continued for 10 runs or until they reported “total fatigue/10” on a 0-10
rating of fatigue scale (Micklewright et al., 2017). The Hexoskin smart shirt (Carre Technologies, Canada) was
used for BP detection as done by Harbour et al. (2021), who reported a BR detection error of 2.74% [0.00,5.99].
BR, amplitude (depth), thoraco-lumbar coordination (TLC; phase angle) and thoraco-lumbar depth (TLD; %
thoracic/abdominal rib cage amplitude contribution) were analyzed using various time-domain measures. Peak
turn acceleration was detected via maxima in the resultant vector from the hip-mounted accelerometer. Locomotorrespiratory coupling (LRC) frequency ratio and discrete relative phase were estimated using the quotient of turn
frequency/BR and discrete relative phase of turn to breath cycle (%), respectively.
RESULTS. All but two skiers completed the 10 runs, and at completion all rated ≥7 out of 10 on the fatigue scale.
Most skiers increased BR in response to increasing fatigue, ranging from 34.9-84.9 (58.3 ± 11.5) breaths per
minute across all runs. Six skiers had a significant positive correlation between run and BR (r=0.61-0.96, p<0.05).
Accordingly, most skiers decreased breathing depth (n=7, r=-0.62-0.93, p<0.05) and TLD (n=8, r=-0.55-0.93.
p<0.05) across runs. In-depth analysis revealed heterogeneous BP compensatory strategies including seven skiers
performing LRC at 1:1 turn:breath. Phase coupling between turn apex and expiration was much stronger than for
inspiration, with 37.2 ± 11.4 % of turns, on average, occurring within 20% of expiration (relative to breath cycle)
for all skiers and runs.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. This study is the first of our knowledge to report detailed BP parameters
and LRC during alpine skiing. We found that while absolute components of BP, such as BR, exhibit large interindividual differences, intra-individual time series trends reveal unique insights into respiratory compensation to
fatigue. While there is a paucity of research on BP and fatigue in recreational skiing, von Duvillard et al. (2021)
reported that alpine ski racing includes nearly equal contributions of the aerobic and anaerobic energy systems,
with high levels of lactate production and metabolite accumulation at high intensities or for long durations. Hence,
during fatiguing recreational skiing with less fit individuals, BP is likely driven by central command and metabolic
acidosis, requiring dramatic increases in BR or depth unless perturbed (consciously or unconsciously) by LRC.
Our findings reflect that BP responds similarly in alpine skiing to fatigue as in other sports: as central and
peripheral fatigue increase, so does BR. Other components showed consistent intra-individual trends, suggesting
that skiers should be monitored individually to detect or prevent fatigue at such ventilatory “break-points”.
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Trend in the anterior cruciate ligament rupture rate in France among skiers over 15
years old from 1999 to 2019
JD Laporte1*, S Mirtain 1
1
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INTRODUCTION. The Association “Médecins De Montagne” was created in 1952. Through the collaboration
of its members and the sharing of collected data, an epidemiological network has been established, facilitating the
analysis of injuries occurring throughout the winter ski resorts in France. The goal of this paper is to compare the
rate of ACL injuries, MCL injuries, and leg fractures in French skiers older than 15 years between two periods,
1999/2005 and 2016/2019.
METHODS.
The study compares 96,836 injuries in the period 1999/2005 and 46,171 injuries in the period 2016/2019 recorded
by “Médecins de Montagne”. The study group comprises a cohort of injured participants treated by 50 doctors
across 37 ski resorts throughout France. This study concerns alpine skiers older than 15 years old.
Incidence rate is calculated by the numbers of injuries per skier day (sd). A “skier day” corresponds to the purchase
of a ski pass giving access to the ski lifts. It does not give any information about the amount of time spent on the
slopes by an individual participant. The control group was obtained with randomized counting at the bottom of the
slopes from thirteen representative ski resorts in France (based upon geographical and economic criteria).The
sample control group for 1999/2005 includes 257323 people and 31134 for 2016/2019.
RESULTS.
The overall risk incidence rate is 2.68/1000 skier days in 2005 and 2.55/1000 sd in 2019. This incidence risk is not
significantly different between the two period. For alpine skiing, the incidence rate is stable for men over the two
periods (1.87/1000 sd, 2005, 1.77/1000 sd 2019) but decreases significantly for women (3.2/1000 sd in 2005 versus
2.63/1000 sd in 2019, P<0.05).
The incidence rate of ACL injuries is much higher in women than in men but stable between the two periods. It
was 0.7/1000 sd for female and 0.18/1000 sd for men for the 2005 period. And it was 0.75/1000 sd for female,
0.22/1000 sd for men for 2019 period.
The incidence of MCL injuries is also stable for men (0.26/1000 sd in 1999 and 0.20/1000 sd in 2019) but
decreased significantly for women, from 0.74/1000 sd in 2005 to 0.44/1000 sd in 2019 (P<0.001).
The incidence of lower leg fractures is stable for women (0.076/1000 sd in 2005 and 67/1000 sd in 2019) and
decrease significantly for men from 0.082/1000 sd in 2005 to 0.051/1000 sd in 2019.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.
During the period 1999/2005 an important campaign in favor of the correct adjustment of ski bindings was
conducted in France at the initiative of "Médecins de Montagne”. An experimental standard AFNOR S 52-748
was created, with a setting of 15% lower for females. However, this standard was not confirmed under pressure
from the French Federation of Ski Industries and the revision of the ISO 11088 standard was preferred. An
application software to promote the use of the ISO 11088 standard was developed and widely distributed to
retailers by the federation. This standard doesn’t account for the sex of the user in the biding adjustment.
For alpine skiing, the hypothesis that there could be a link between the type of injury and the use of more modern
equipment such as carving, shorter skis need further evaluation. Those effects should be considered when thinking
about the future regulation of ski bindings.
To conclude, we have seen a significant decrease in the incidence rate for women, with a decrease in the MCL
lesion rate between the two periods. For men we have a significant decrease in the incidence rate of leg fractures.
However, we still have a very high incidence rate of anterior cruciate ligament injuries for women over 15 years
of age, which is stable. This high incidence rate is a failure in the prevention of this injury in alpine skiing. It seems
urgent that the ISO 11088 standard considers the specificity of females in the prevention of ACL injury.
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INTRODUCTION.
ACL injuries are commonly seen in downhill skiers. Mechanical factors have been described as a possible cause
of injury. Gender has also been proven to be a factor. In this study we analyzed our experience observing ACL
injuries throughout 12 consecutive ski seasons. The analysis of 3.652 ACL cases confirmed that there is a tendency
for the female gender to suffer an ACL injury. We hypothesize that age is also a factor and justifies cortical
suspension techniques for ACL reconstruction.
METHODS.
Since 2010 we have been collecting data at the Baqueira Beret Medical Center in the Pyrenees. During eleven
consecutive seasons we have recorded 9.199 knee injuries. We have analyzed the diagnosis and probability of
injury for every knee lesion.
RESULTS.
During eleven seasons, MCL injuries represent 42.40% of total knee injuries. ACL injuries represent 39.70%.
Contusions represent 21%. Other diagnosis like LCL, tibia eminence fracture, tibia tuberosity fracture, PCL,
Segond fractures and multiple combinations of injuries represent less than 10%. Gender distribution shows
predominance in females, for all different knee injury diagnosis.
Mean age for ACL injuries was 41,08 years old. ACL injuries in females represented 64.59% while compared to
35.32% in males.
The variability among different knee injuries from 2010 to 2021: ACL has fluctuated from 8% incidence in 2010
to 16% in 2021. Tibia tuberosity fracture has also fluctuated between 3,85% and 11,92%. MCL has randomly
fluctuated between 20,82% and 51,53% of all knee injuries. LCL has fluctuated randomly between 1,1% and
8,83%. Tibia eminence avulsion has fluctuated between 2,2 % and 7,36%. And PCL between 0.05% and 0.98%.
CONCLUSIONS.
ACL injuries and tibia plateau fractures have shown a tendency to increase while MCL and LCL injuries have
shown a tendency to remain constant or decrease.
We advocate that the surgical technique for ACL reconstruction be based on the cortical suspension technique of
the graft because osteoporosis may play a role in bone-graft interface.

Distribution of Knee Injuries in Downhill Skiers Matching Group Age and Clinical
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INTRODUCTION. In ISSS 2017 meeting we presented a study correlating age distribution and clinical diagnosis
in downhill skiers. Today we present an update of the study correlating age and knee injuries.
METHODS. Data from 23.064 downhill injuries was reviewed during seasons 2011-2021 in our Medical Centre
at Baqueira Beret Ski Resort. Restricting the study to only downhill skiers and specifically analysing the seven
most frequent injuries in the knee, we have distributed every diagnosis according to age group when injury
occurred.
RESULTS.

INJURIES

Seven most frequent knee diagnosis in downhill skiing in our ski resort:
Seasons 2011-2021
AGE RANGE

TOTAL

Medial Collateral Ligament

[0-15]
665
15%

Anterior Cruciate Ligament
Knee Contusions
Tibial Plateau Fractures
Lateral Collateral Ligament
Tibial Eminence Fracture
Lateral Tibial Condyle Avulsion (Segond)
Downhill Knee Injuries

119
511
13
40
29
5
1382

Other diagnosis in total ski injuries
Total Downhill Injuries

3.142
69% 2.382 59% 4.141 47% 2.552 45% 12.217
4524
4044
8834
5662
23.064

[16-29]
[30-50]
549 14% 1.566 18%

3% 521
11% 350
0%
84
1%
82
1%
57
0%
19
31% 1662

>51
942 17% 3.722

13% 1.761 20% 1147 20% 3.548
9% 652 7% 415 7% 1.928
2% 294 3% 304 5% 695
2% 175 2%
92 2% 389
1% 152 2% 130 2% 368
0%
93 1%
80 1% 197
41% 4693 53% 3110 55% 10.847

The number of injured downhill skiers per age group was 4.524 for range 0-15, 4.044 for range 16-29, 8.834 for
range 30-50 and 5.662 over 51 years.
The number of downhill knee injured population distributed per age group was 1.382 for range 0-15, 1.662 for
range 16-29, 4.693 for range 30-50 and 3.110 over 51 years.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. When analysing different diagnoses in downhill skiing knee injuries and
age group distribution, if we compare our downhill knee injured population during the same period, we realize
that “Contusions” tend to concentrate in young skiers and “Knee Fractures” are more commonly seen in skiers
over 50 years of age.
In order to prevent some knee injuries this study encourages us to continue analysing the influence of cancellous
bone resistance within age group in downhill skiers.

Evaluation of knee function after at least two years of non-surgical treatment of spontaneous
healing of concomitant anterior cruciate ligament and medial collateral ligament injury
H. Dadgostar, M. Zarrini, S. Razi, P. Arasteh & M. Razi
Keywords: Anterior cruciate ligament, Medial collateral ligament, Spontaneous healing, Functional tests
INTRODUCTION. One of the most common knee injuries is anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) especially in high
intensity exercise. Following the observation of spontaneous healing of the ACL among some patients who had
concomitant ACL and MCL injury from the femoral attachment, we decided to evaluate these patients by essential
functional tests at least after two years from the time of injury. Moreover. MRI was requested for all of these
patients
METHODS. Out of 36 patients who had symptoms of spontaneous healing of ACL and MCL, 18 patients referred
to the knee specialist office (Professor Dr. Mohammad Razi) during this study and finally 11 patients underwent
functional tests and other evaluations. In this study, the evaluation of study variables was collected as follows:
Subjective information recording through interviews and completing research checklists and questionnaires,
recording information from physical examinations of the knee and performing MRI of the knee and functional
tests including: single leg hop (for distance) test, six meters hop test, Carioca test, Co -contraction test and Shttle
run test
RESULTS. The stability tests relating ACL injury were negative and the valgus stress test, which examines the
condition of the MCL was negative, too. Consecutive MRI of patients showed evidence of spontaneous healing
and repair of ACL and MCL. In the one leg hop and 6-meter hop tests, the involved and non-involved limbs had
similar results, indicating that the performance of the involved leg was similar to that of the non-involved side.
The mean time of co-contraction, shuttle run and carioca functional tests in the present study was 16.03, 8.54 and
8.99 seconds for men and 20.13, 10.91 and 10.46 seconds for a female athlete, respectively, which is longer than
the data. Obtained in healthy individuals is an athlete from other communities.
CONCLUSION. What can be deduced from the present study is that patients with concomitant ACL and MCL
rupture who were treated non-surgically and had acceptable stability. The collected ones perform well and the
results of tests are the same between two limbs. But the time of co-contraction, carioca and shuttle run is higher
than healthy people announced in other communities.

Is the ISO 11088 Standard Valid in all Circumstances?
Comparison between a Population of Skiboarders in 2005 and a Population of Alpine
Skiing in 2019 in French Ski Resorts.
J.-D. Laporte1*, S. Mirtain 1
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INTRODUCTION. Aim of the survey is to compare the rate of ACL injuries, and leg fractures in two populations,
one with skyboard, short ski without security device and second with modern alpine shape ski, with a good
application of the ISO 11088 standard. We ask the question of the influence of ski length and safety bindings on
ACL injury and leg fracture.
METHODS.
The study compares a cohort of 5272 skiboard injuries in the period 1999/2005 and a cohort of 59 862 alpine
skiing injuries in the period 2016/2019 studied by "Médecins de Montagne». The study group was composed of a
cohort of injured participants treated by fifty doctors across thirty-seven ski resorts throughout France. Incidence
rate was calculated by the numbers of injuries per skier day (sd). A “skier day” corresponds to the purchase of a
ski pass giving access to the ski lifts. The control group was obtained with randomized counting at the bottom of
the slopes from thirteen representative ski resorts in France (based upon geographical and economic criteria). The
sample control group for 1999/2005 includes 257323 people and 47769 for 2016/2019. We use also random face
to face interview. The in-depth analysis is conducted according to age, sex, and level of practice. We do not know
the circumstances of the accidents, nor the ratio of length of the skis/height of the skier, especially in children.
RESULTS. The average age of the skiboarding cohort is 23 years, and 36 years for the skiing cohort. Beginners
were 31% in the skiboarding cohort and 14% in skiing cohort.The overall risk incidence rate was 2.68/1000 sd in
2005 and was not significantly different compared to that of 2019 ((2.55/1000). In the population over 15 years
old the incidence of leg fractures in skiing cohort is 0.067/1000 sd in women and 0.051/1000 sd in men. In the
skiboarding cohort, it was 0.23/1000 sd for women and 0.22/1000 sd for men. We have four times more leg
fractures in the skiboarding cohort compared to the skiing cohort. The incidence of ACL rupture over 15 years old
in skiing cohort is 0.75/1000 for women and 0.22/1000 for men. In skiboarding cohort is was 0.15/1000 sd for
women and 0.069/1000 sd for men. We have five times less ACL injuries in women in skiboarding cohort
compared to the skiing cohort. The incidence of leg fractures in children was 0.25/1000 sd in Skiing cohort and
0.26/1000 sd in skiboarding cohort. For the child beginner, the incidence was 0.30/1000 sd in the Skiing cohort,
and 0.32/1000 sd in the ski boarding cohort. For teens beginners in skiboard the incidence rises to 0.51/1000 sd.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. We have matched the two cohorts regarding age group, level of practice
and gender. We confirm the first results published in 20061.
The comparison with the population of skiers in the 2016 /2019 period seems valid because most rental skis are
recent modern carving skis of equal or shorter length than the skier's height. Ski bindings are now much better
adjusted according to the ISO 11088 standard. This was quite different in the period 98/2005.
Lower leg fractures occurred in beginner skiers at the same rate as beginner skiboarders. Beginners had a significantly
higher injury rate for all major injury groups in the two cohorts.
The high incidence of leg fractures in skiboard without bindings seem to be an indicator of the effectiveness of safety
bindings. The analysis of leg fracture radiographs conducted in 2005 also shows a much higher vertical force
component along the tibia than in Alpine skiing with a bone explosion. In Alpine skiing, the classic component is
torsion with spiral fractures. The lower incidence of ACL ruptures in 1-meter skiboard raises the question of the
importance of the spatula-axis lever arm of the tibia in the genesis of these injuries. This item is one of the elements
of the ISO standard concerning the implementation of the ASTM binding control machine.
Two questions are raised in conclusion: The question of adaptating the ISO 11088 standard to beginners with less
than 7 days of practice, to children and to women. The question of length of the skis for children and women with
the important secondary issue of the efficiency of safety bindings on short skis.
REFERENCES.
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INTRODUCTION: Partial tears of the ACL are not rare injuries. There is not a universally accepted
definition for these injuries, so the prognosis of a partial ACL tear is controversial and is dependent on
the extent of the partial tear and associated meniscal, ligamentous, and osteochondral injuries.
Unfortunately, the exact tear is very often unidentified because of the findings in both clinical
examination and MRI, so eventually arthroscopic evaluation is necessary for the final confirmation.
The purpose of this study is to identify the incidence and the characteristics of partial ACL tears and
their associated knee lesions in athletes.
METHODS: In a prospective clinical study all the arthroscopic knee procedures, during the years
2009-2020, were recorded. As partial ACL tear we define the isolated rupture of either the
anteromedial (AM) or posterolateral (PL) bundle in “probe test”. Associated lesions such as meniscus,
chondral or other ligament injuries and other factors as age, gender, sports activity and clinical outcome
were also recorded. Statistical analysis is performed.
RESULTS: From 755 ACL ruptures 66 were partial ACL tears (8.7%). Football (62.1%), basketball
(10.7%) and ski (7.8%) are the most common sport activities associated with an ACL injury in our
study. There is no difference according to sport activity between partial and complete ACL tears. The
posterolateral bundle (PL) is more commonly injured than anteromedial bundle (79% vs 21%). 25.8%
of partial versus 16.2% of complete ACL ruptures are isolated injuries. The most common associated
injuries in both groups are medial meniscus (61.2% vs 65.3%), lateral meniscus (45% vs 59%) and
chondral lesions (24.7% vs 37.3%). There is no difference among males and females between partial
and complete ACL ruptures (90% vs 10%). Instability is the main reason for operation especially for
the partial ACL group (74% vs 42%). The ACL reconstruction with augmentation technique is the
operative treatment of choice in these cases. The clinical outcome is better for the partial ACL
reconstructed knees (96% vs 92% good or excellent results).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS: Partial ACL tears are relative common injuries. Posterolateral
(PL) bundle isolated ruptures, that leads to rotational instability, seems to occur much more often than
AM bundle ruptures. Very high percentage of these ruptures are associated with other structural knee
injuries and this fact plays a significant role for the prognosis for these, difficult identified, injuries if
they don’t be treated surgically.
REFERENCES:
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INTRODUCTION Serious knee injuries have ruined many skiing careers, but some skiers may return to racing
after appropriate treatment and even regain their ranking in the World Cup 1. Little is known about later sports
activity of such racers. The purpose of this study is to report the knee function of five Norwegian alpine World
Cup skiers 30 years after a serious knee injury.
METHODS Four alpine and one freestyle World Cup racers with anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and
concomitant serious knee injuries were treated at Oslo University Hospital in the period 1988-92. Three downhill
racers suffered respectively ACL and medial collateral tendon rupture, ACL and patellar tendon rupture, and ACL
rupture three times. All three regained their World Cup ranking after their injuries. The freestyle mogul racer
suffered rupture of both cruciate ligaments and the lateral structures of the knee including tensor fascia latae and
the biceps tendon, and a compression fracture of the medial tibial condyle. He did not quite regain his World Cup
ranking but regained his national championship. The only female of the five suffered rupture of both cruciate and
the medial collateral ligaments in giant slalom. Postoperatively she suffered arthrofibrosis and was reoperated
three times removing scar tissue to regain full range of motion. She did not participate more in World Cup but
gained the sixth place in the national championship in giant slalom. The mean age at of the skiers at injury was 24
(19-26) years. The preinjury World Cup ranking was median 7 (2-85) and the ranking 1-2 seasons after the injury
13 (2-34). About 30 years after the injury the skiers were asked about later injuries, training and competition
activity, and they were also evaluated by Tegner Activity Scale (1-10) and the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis
Outcome Score (KOOS) (1-100).
RESULTS The first downhill skier participated in five World Cup seasons after the knee injury and won the World
Cup and two world championships in super giant slalom before he retired because of cartilage injuries in the other
previous uninjured knee. The second downhill skier participated in four more World Cup season and retired
because of spine pain. Presently the left hip restrains him more than the previous injured right knee. The third
downhill skier also participated in four more World Cup seasons after his last ACL rupture and still participate in
alpine competitions for veterans and in orienteering races. The freestyle skier participated in one World Cup season
after the injury and later won the national free style championship. He had a high tibial osteotomy due to medial
knee osteoarthritis 20 years after the injury and a knee prosthesis 6 years later. He still skis, paraglides and is an
active deer hunter. The giant slalom racer regained her knee function after years with bicycle training, and she still
skis. The preinjury Tegner score was 8 for all the five skiers and 30 wears later mean 6 (4-7). Mean KOOS was
75 (56-94) for pain, 60 (43-82) for symptoms, 88 (75-99) for activity of daily living, 45 (25-90) for sport and
recreation and 53 (44-81) for quality of life. This is lower than KOOS in the general population of corresponding
age group.
CONCLUSION Alpine World Cup skiers may return to skiing on the same level the first years after serious knee
injuries, but some of them may overstrain the other leg to reduce the strain on the injured knee. Thirty years after
their serious knee injuries they are still living an active life although their knee function (KOOS) is worse than that
of the normal population in the corresponding age group.
REFERENCES
Ekeland A, Vikne J. Treatment of cruciate ligament injuries in World Cup racers and successive racing
performance. In: Mote Jr, CD, Johnson, RJ, Hauser, W, Schaff, PS editors. Skiing Trauma and Safety, vol. 10,
West Conshohocken, ASTM STP 1996, p. 221-227.
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INTRODUCTION. Focusing on elite alpine ski racing, the study aimed to (1) describe the incidence per 1,000
runs and gender-specific risk ratio (RR) of in-competition severe injury events (SIEcomp), (2) examine the
development of the seasonal SIEcomp incidence, and (3) compare the SIEcomp incidence and gender-specific RR in
downhill, super-G, giant slalom, and slalom.
METHODS. Data recorded in the Austrian Ski Federation’s Injury Surveillance System were used to analyse
SIEcomp. Injury incidence was expressed as the number of SIEcomp per 100 skier seasons and per 1,000 runs.
Information on athletes’ competition exposure were obtained from the official website of the International Ski
Federation. Generalised Estimating Equation for Poisson Regressions were applied for data analysis.
RESULTS. The SIEcomp incidence per 100 skier seasons was 7.24 (95% CI 6.25 to 8.39) and per 1,000 runs 1.48
(95% CI 1.26 to 1.73) for the Austrian Ski Team members during the observed 23 seasons. Figure 1 and 2 show
the SIEcomp incidence development between 1997 and 2021. A significant gender difference in the incidence per
1,000 runs was detected only for the subgroup of junior racers with a higher risk for female athletes (RR: 2.97,
95% CI 1.46 to 6.05). Between the seasons of 1997 and 2020, the seasonal SIEcomp incidence per 100 skier seasons
increased in average by a factor of 0.22 and per 1,000 runs by 0.06 resulting in a more than doubled incidence
(2.11 and 2.67) between 1997 and 2020. Downhill (2.75, 95% CI 2.18 to 3.47) had the highest SIEcomp incidence
per 1,000 runs, followed by Super G (1.94, 95% CI 1.30 to 2.88), Giant Slalom (1.40, 95% CI 1.06 to 1.85), and
Slalom (0.64, 95% CI 0.43 to 0.96) [1].

Figure 1: Number of skier seasons (●), seasonal SIEcomp (incompetition severe injury events) incidence per 100 skier seasons
(▲), and predictions (▬) with 95% CI for all Austrian Ski Team
racers. [1]

Figure 2: Number of runs per season (●), seasonal SIEcomp (incompetition severe injury events) incidence per 1,000 runs (▲), and
predictions (▬) with 95% CI for all Austrian Ski Team racers. [1]

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. FIS has introduced many preventive measures over the last two decades.
However, our results revealed a still rising risk of inuries in competions. This calls for further efforts of all
stakeholders (i.e., ski federations, equipment suppliers, researchers) to search for causes for the ongoing incidence
increase and develop effective measures for injury prevention, including the evaluation of existing measures.
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INTRODUCTION. Primary healthcare in Norway has first-line responsibility for medical emergencies, including
traumas and fractures. Normally, patients with suspected fractures are referred to specialist care. However, some
municipalities in Norway have X-ray facilities and handle minor fractures locally. We investigated patient-reported
outcome measures after initial treatment of radiologically diagnosed fractures of the wrist at a primary healthcare
centre in Bykle, a rural municipality with a large ski resort.
METHODS. Setting: At this primary healthcare centre, the x-ray images are first interpreted by the physician on
call. When necessary, the x-ray pictures are transferred to the hospital for immediate assessment of a radiologist
and/or orthopaedic surgeon. If the orthopaedic assessment indicates need for surgical treatment, the fracture is
stabilized, and the patient is sent to hospital for surgery. Examples are fractures with large misalignment, radius
shortening, complicated fractures with many fragments and intraarticular fractures. The other fractures
(approximately 80%) are primarily conservatively treated according to current guidelines for the treatment of
Colle’s and Smith's fracture and followed up at the hospital after 7-10 days. The most common pain treatment
when need of repositioning, is lidocaine 20 mg / ml up to 10 ml in the fracture gap, occasionally diazepam 5-10
mg iv, and possibly 10 mg morphine iv.
In the years 2010-2014, 480 fractures were diagnosed at the primary health care centre. 144 (30%) were fractures
of the wrist (1). Among these, 135 patients were included in the survey. Nine patients were excluded because of
foreign language or unknown address. A validated questionnaire (Quick DASH - Disability of Arm, Shoulder and
Hand) was sent to the included patients. In addition, patient satisfaction was measured by three questions about
satisfaction with care, experience of received care, and experience of malpractice. The Quick DASH scale ranges
from 0 (no disability at all) to 100 (great disability).
RESULTS. 86 (63.7%) of the 135 patients answered the questionnaire. Patients with distal radius fractures had a
mean Quick DASH score of 5.1 (SD 11.4), lower for males and higher with increasing age (2). The scores did not
differ by specialization of the treating physician. A total of 88% of the patients were highly or very highly satisfied
with the treatment of their fracture.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The patients reported low rates of functional disability and high rates of
satisfaction after initial radiological diagnosis and treatment of their wrist fracture at the primary healthcare centre.
Specialisation of the treating physician was not associated with the outcome after fracture treatment. The general
satisfaction with the treatment given was good.
Based on the high degree of patient-reported satisfaction with the local emergency primary healthcare service and
the good outcome reports from treated fracture patients, we find it safe to recommend conservative fracture
treatment in primary healthcare. However, we assume that this requires binding, concomitant, and secure decision
support from orthopaedic surgeons and radiologists, digital radiological equipment, and continuous and updated
local education and training in diagnosis and treatment.
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INTRODUCTION. Ski touring practise strongly evolves in the past few years. In particular, due to the covid-19
pandemic and the closed lifts, users unfamiliar with mountain environment start practising ski touring on ski areas
(areas accessible by gravity from lifts). But even in these less hazardous areas, ski touring is not without risk
(avalanches, grooming machines, insufficient knowledge on the mountain environment, limited ski touring
experience, etc.). Therefore, there is a need to supervise these new practises to increase the safety of users. Thus,
this study aimed at developing a guideline for ski resorts focusing on ski touring on ski areas.
METHODS. For that, a working group was formed with 1) experienced people from French ski touring
environment (the federation of alpine and mountain clubs (FFCAM), Domaines Skiables de France, the national
federation of safety and rescue on ski areas (FNSSDS), the national association of mayors of mountain resorts
(ANMSM), the association of slope directors (ADSP), the French Ski School (ESF), the national association for
the study of snow and avalanches (ANENA) and Nordic France) and 2) ski resort professionals. The proposed
guideline is the formulation of this shared experienced adapted to ski resort issues. It focuses on the supervision
of off-trail ascents on ski areas with descents on ski slopes.
Vertical
drop (m)

Distance
(m)

Indicative
trail time

Maximum
slope

Perpendicular
passage to a
steep slope

Imposed kick turns

Maximal
difficulty of the
descent slope

< 500

0h30

≤ 10°

None

None

Very easy

Easy

100 to
150
≤ 300

< 1 000

< 1h30

≤ 20°

None

Very easy

Medium

≤ 500

< 1 500

< 2h

≤ 25°

Limited number

Easy

Difficult

≤ 800

< 2 500

< 3h

≤ 30°

Very
difficult

> 800

≥ 2 500

> 3h

> 30°

None
Limited on few
meters
Possible on
medium distances
Possible on long
distances

Very easy

Conversions required
in medium slopes
Conversions required
in steep slopes

Medium
Difficult

Table 1. Classification of trail difficulty
RESULTS. For that, the guideline highlights the importance of the determination of the trail choice as it conditions
the difficulty of the trail, the beauty of the view, nature protection but also the descent (by ski slopes or lifts). It
also proposed a classification of the trail difficulty (Table 1) and of trail type (panoramic trail, learning trail, winter
exercise, safety & prevention, mountain knowledge & environment.). These trails becoming part of the ski areas,
they need to be marked to provide adequate information to users (difficulty, safety information, good practises,
etc.) and included in avalanche prevention areas. Eventually, the guideline proposes a basis to create and deal with
this ski touring trails and to clarify the role of the different actors (local authority, ski area manager, etc.).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. This guideline is a first step to supervise the new practises of ski touring
on ski areas and to increase the safety of users. It was deployed in 22 French ski resorts at the beginning of the
winter season 2021-2022 as a first in-field evaluation. A revised version of this guideline will be proposed for the
next winter season based on the in-field feedbacks.
We would like to thank the different organization that contributed to this project: FFCAM, Domaines Skiables de
France, FNSSDS, ADSP, ANMSM, ESF, ANENA and Nordic France.
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INTRODUCTION. The objective of this work is to assist industry in designing safe unloading systems for
chairlifts. Unloading systems include a zone from where people prepare to unload before contacting unloading
ramps to where they can slide safely to a stop and adjust equipment and stretch, without impeding or endangering
themselves or others. These systems also include operators, training, monitoring, layouts, ramps, bull wheels, and
lift stopping functions. Unloading systems are important because they are an essential part of transporting
customers on a common carrier, which can present special legal liabilities in addition to ethics and common sense.
Passengers have special needs during unloading procedures. Unloading zones can have the highest density of
people on a mountain. People can become cold and stiff and have diminished control. Skiers may have loosened
their boots. Snowboarders have only one foot strapped in and need to align as they stand up. Chairlifts are not
designed for snowboarders (Davidson and Laliotis 1996) who have significantly more falls than skiers when
unloading (Whelan and Coates 2009). To be engineering design, solutions must hold paramount the safety, health,
and welfare of the public, an engineer’s first canon of ethics. Relatively little appears in the literature on designing
chairlift unloading systems, compared with some other aspects of snowsports, like ski binding design.
METHODS. Rigorously developed design solutions can be equivalent in scientific value to experimental work,
and they can be superior in promoting safety, consistent with the engineer’s first canon of ethics. Design solutions
are an essential part of realizing safety from knowledge acquired from experimental findings. Part of design
solution development is to identify new knowledge required to complete design concepts (Le Mason et al. 2017).
Suh’s axiomatic design (1990) provides a rigorous method, based on a scientific theory of design with Suh’s two
axioms. First, independence, is for controllable and adjustable solutions, avoiding unintended consequences.
Second, information, is for maximum probability of success. Societal, stakeholder, and customer needs (CNs) are
used to generate functional requirements (FRs) and physical solutions, called design parameters (DPs). These are
developed in parallel functional-physical hierarchies of design detail, applying Suh’s axioms, while respecting
constraints (Cs). FRs satisfy CNs. FRs express design intent, things what must be done. DPs are nouns, physical
solutions that fulfil FRs. Cs limit the solution space. Functional independence of transport and safety needs are
studied in the context of axiom one. Research methods are studied for acquiring knowledge required to optimize.
RESULTS. CNs include enjoyment of safe skiing and riding and sufficient return for resorts. Cs are to avoid
injuries and collisions. FRs start with providing safe unloading activities, and DPs with systems to assure safety
for unloading activities. Representations of design solutions include spaces for flow, avoidance, bailout, and
stopping. Design results are compared with existing systems in current operation. Knowledge required to
concurrently optimize design solutions for safety and lift capacity include proposals for studies of incidents,
motion, training, marking, and instructions. These will include extended observations and recording. Principle
functional metrics are capacity in passengers per hour, and incidences of injuries, falls, collisions, lift stops, and
clearing times. Physical metrics include measures for spaces, layouts, marking locations, and gradients. Metrics
are used for design and decomposition equations. Values for metrics depend on specifics of situation.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Continuous review and improvement are recommended. Research for
improving accuracy and precision and for appropriate adaptation to situational specifics, like associated terrain,
include critical observations, record keeping, and analyses. Solution systems include layout, visual indicators,
training, education, verification, inspection, maintenance, and standards. Standards would help designers by
elucidating functional objectives and assessment methods for design solutions, provide familiar features for
participants, define and foster safe, enjoyable, efficient unloading.
REFERENCES.
Davidson, T.M. and Laliotis, A.T., 1996. Snowboarding injuries, a four-year study with comparison with alpine
ski injuries. Western journal of medicine, 164(3), p.231.
Le Masson, P., Weil, B. and Hatchuel, A., 2017. Design theory. Springer International Publishing AG.
Suh, N.P., 1990. Principles of Design. Oxford Press, New York.
Whelan, K. and Coates, L., 2009. Evaluation of Falls Occurring While Exiting from an Eight-Seat Chairlift. In
Skiing Trauma and Safety: 17th Volume (STP 1510) Johnson, et al., ASTM International
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INTRODUCTION. Chairlifts are aerial lifts that carry passengers on cable-supported, semi-open seats, often high
above the ground. Many chairlifts are equipped with restraint bars to provide a more comfortable ride and to help
keep passengers in the seat in unusual circumstances, that is, to reduce the likelihood of a fall out of the chair.
While restraint bars are not necessary for skiers and snowboarders to remain on the seat during the ride, they can
help retain passengers during ill-advised rider motions, such as reaching to brush snow off a snowboard. While
there are a few ski areas that mandate the use of restraint bars on chairlifts (because of local laws), restraint bar
use is voluntary at most United States (USA) ski areas; it is most often the case in the USA that the passengers
choose whether to lower the restraint bar after loading. Previous work started the process of examining the factors
that may influence the likelihood of passengers using the available restraint bar in the USA [1,2], such as the
characteristics of the passengers riding the chair, the comfort features of the restraint bar, and the design of the
mechanism used to lower the restraint bar. To date, the authors are unaware of any studies that have examined or
reported on the factors that influence chairlift restraint bar use across multiple ski areas and regions. The objective
of this study was to observe and record chairlift restraint bar use at multiple ski areas across the USA, both where
restraint bar use is voluntary and where it is required, to investigate the factors that influence chairlift restraint bar
use, including: passenger demographics, design and characteristics of the restraint bar, and local laws.
METHODS. The actions of skiers and snowboarders were observed on fixed-grip and detachable, high-speed
chairlifts equipped with restraint bars across multiple ski areas in the USA, including regions with and without
local laws mandating the use of a restraint bar on the chairlift. Data were obtained for chairlifts that serviced
beginner, intermediate and expert terrain. Skiers and snowboarders were observed between the time they were
seated and a pre-established lift tower to determine whether the restraint bar was lowered within the first
approximately 20 seconds after loading. The number of passengers, children, ski school participants, and
snowboarders were recorded for each chair; it was also noted whether one or more passenger was wearing a
backpack. The data were categorized by local law requirements, rider characteristics, and elements of the restraint
bar design. From the data collected, the percentage of occupied chairs in which the passengers lowered the restraint
bar was determined. A statistical analysis was performed to determine the factors that may influence restraint bar
use, including: passenger demographics, design and characteristics of the restraint bar, local laws, carrier size,
terrain accessed, number of passengers, and passenger equipment.
RESULTS. Approximately 5,000 observations were made at ski resorts across the USA. Overall, restraint bar use
was 41.4%; however, use varied significantly by geographic region in the USA with 4.6% use in the Midwest,
27.3% use in the West, and 86.4% use in the East (which included observations in one USA state where restraint
bar use is required by local law, and an adjacent state). After geographic region, the most significant factor in
determining restraint bar use was whether the chair contained any child passengers. When at least one passenger
on the chair was a child, restraint bar use increased in the Midwest from 2.8% to 5.0%, in the West from 22.5% to
69.9%, and in the East from 84.0% to 93.9%. Another factor that increased restraint bar use were chairs with only
skiers (no snowboarders). Full results will be presented at the conference.
REFERENCES.
[1] Ciraulo, L. A., Ciraulo, N. A. & Ciraulo, D. Safety bar compliance on ski lifts: factors of age and lift
bar type impact risk taking behavior. The American Surgeon (2017).
[2] Stepan L, Scher I, Harley E, Shealy J. Chairlift restraining bar usage: A pilot study at a US western ski
resort. Abstract presented at the biennial meeting of the International Society for Skiing Safety, San
Vito di Cadore, Italy, March 2015.
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Finite Element Modeling of the Post-Traumatic Cervical Spine and Spinal Cord
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INTRODUCTION. Spinal cord injury (SCI) is one of the principal causes of morbidity and mortality for skiers
and snowboarders and occurs most frequently from cervical spine trauma (Hubbard, et al. 2011). Secondary SCI
can be aggravated by transport and pre-hospital care from post-traumatic spinal cord mechanical loading.
However, little is known about post-trauma spinal cord damage at the cervical spine. This work’s objective was
to evaluate the effect of intervertebral disc (IVD) and ligamentous injury on the spinal cord during posttraumatic flexion.
METHODS. A finite element model of the cervical spine (C2-T1) including the spinal cord was used (figure 1).
Different combinations of injuries were modeled including rupture of the supraspinous ligament, interspinous
ligament, ligamentum flavum, posterior longitudinal ligament, capsular ligaments and partial or complete
transversal rupture of the disc. A torque of 2 Nm in flexion or extension, representing the elastic range of the
cervical spine, was applied to the vertebra C2 while the vertebra T1 was fixed. The principal strains and von
Mises stresses in the spinal cord and the change of the spinal cord diameter was reported.

Figure 1 Cervical spine model
RESULTS. In extension, the modelled injuries had little or no impact on the spinal cord. In flexion, values of
stresses and strains higher than SCI thresholds from animal studies were measured and the antero-posterior
compression of the spinal cord compression was higher in some cases than the 40 % clinical threshold. Complete
IVD rupture combined with posterior ligamentous complex rupture was the most severe injury leading to the
highest von Mises stress (47 to 66 kPa), principal strains p1 (0.32 to 0.41 in white matter) and p3 (-0.78 to -0.96
in white matter) in the spinal cord and to the highest spinal cord compression (35 to 48 %).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Post-traumatic flexion of the neck could aggravate the spinal cord
injury. The capsular ligament is the disco-ligamentous structure that mainly protects the spinal cord during
flexion. The effect of muscle stabilization has been neglected and could be studied in a future study. Finally,
cervical collars should be designed to reduce neck flexion.
REFERENCES.
Hubbard, M. E., Jewell, R. P., Dumont, T. M., & Rughani, A. I. (2011). Spinal injury patterns among skiers and
snowboarders. Neurosurgical focus, 31(5), E8.

Advanced Brain Injury Criteria Applied to Helmet Testing
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INTRODUCTION. Currently, sports helmets are certified according to standards that consider shock absorption
test consisting of a free fall of a headform equipped with linear accelerometers, impacting a flat anvil with a drop
velocity of 5.42 to 7.5 m/s according to helmet type. The pass-fail criterion to be considered is based on headform
resultant linear acceleration in terms of maximum or HIC (Head Injury Criterion). It is well known that head
rotational acceleration is an essential factor leading to concussion. On the other hand a number of studies
demonstrated that the head impact velocity vector has a significant tangential component. This presentation
exposes a multidirectional coupled experimental versus numerical helmet protection assessment method.
METHODS. It is suggested to combine experimental and simulation aspects, as illustrated in the figure and further
exposed in [1]. The first step in the evaluation method is to carry out experimental tests using a 6D instrumented
Hybrid III headform via three normal impacts against horizontal anvil and three oblique impacts against a 45°
angles anvil to induce head rotation around the three axes, as illustrated in the figure. The drop velocity depends
on the impact configuration and the helmet type tested (5.5 m/s – 6 m/s for bike and 7.5 m/s-8 m/s for moto). The
second step is to use a numerical method involving head injury criteria based on human head finite element model
[2]. For all tests, it is suggested to introduce the 6D linear and rotational kinematic into the Strasbourg Universtity
FE Head Model (SUFEHM), in order to assess the brain injury risk in a more realistic way. This model has been
extensively used for the simulation of over 100 real world head trauma in order to derive tissue level brain injury
criteria.
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Figure Coupled experimental versus numerical helmet test method.
RESULTS. A total of close 200 helmets have been evaluated using this methodology, which represents about
3600 experimental drop tests and head trauma simulations. The calculated standard deviation values demonstrate
the robustness and reproducibility of the experimental tests for both linear and oblique impacts. The results shows
that 50% of the tested helmets conduced to a brain injury risk more than 38% for bike and 55% for moto. For bike
and motorcycle helmets results are shown a the Certimoov web plateform.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The purpose of this study is to suggest a novel evaluation of the
protection capability of sport helmets beyond the standard, to support manufacturers in their efforts to improve the
protection of the head under linear and oblique impacts but also to contribute to the evolution of current standards
by introducing more realistic impact conditions and biomechanical based injury criteria.
REFERENCES.
[1] N. Bourdet, C. Deck, F. Meyer, et R. Willinger, Experimental and numerical considerations of helmet
evaluation under oblique impact, J. Transp. Saf. Secur, 2019
[2] C. Deck et R. Willinger, Improved head injury criteria based on head FE model , Int. J. Crashworthiness,
vol. 13, no 6, p. 667‑678, 2008.
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INTRODUCTION. Snowboarding backward fall is the most common crash scenario leading to brain and spinal
injury on ski slopes [1]. In order to design effective protection against those injuries, it is critical to understand the
injury mechanism. Previous work reproduced hundreds of crashes scenarios using the fast and robust multibody
simulation method, highlighting a large range of head impact conditions but with no information on local brain
and spine loadings nor the ability to predict the effect of helmet use on injury occurrence [1]. The use of human
finite element (FE) models would enable to access that information for a given crash. However, it is too costly and
time consuming to reproduce hundreds of impact scenarios and thus inoperable to evaluate and design protections
against a wide range of crashes. Recent advance in Reduced Order Modelling (ROM) technique have enabled the
prediction of finite element modelling results in real-time. The purpose of this study was therefore to propose and
evaluate a method coupling a finite element Human model with a ROM technique from ODYSSEE [2] to provide
real-time analysis of the snowboarding backward fall.
METHODS. The range of normal and tangential impact velocity and of head impact angle (α) relative to the
ground, were extracted from the 324 multibody reconstructions of snowboarding backward fall [1]. A Montecarlo
method was used to define a design of experiments with 9 impact conditions covering the range of those 3
parameters. These impact conditions were reproduced using the THUMS v5.03 M-50 finite element human model
[3] impacting a modeled snow ground [1]: the THUMS was positioned according to the head impact angle and an
initial velocity corresponding to impact velocity was applied. Three additional impact scenarios, randomly chosen
within the range of the three parameters were also reproduced using the THUMS Model for validation. The
maximal principal strain in the brain as well as the loading force in the cervical vertebrae of the first 9 simulations
were extracted and used in ODYSSEE to predict those of the three other simulations. The maximal principal strain,
and vertebral loading curves predicted by ODYSSEE were compared to those obtained by the FEM simulations.
RESULTS. Figure 1 presents comparison between the force measure in the C1 vertebra of THUMS model and
that predicted by ODYSSEE in the 3 tested impact conditions. ODYSSEE closely predicts in real time the force
curve in C1 (R2 of 79.8, 88 and 82) as well as the maximal principal strain in the brain (R2 of 84.8, 79.7 and 88.0).

Figure 1 (a) FE model setup and result analysis for snowboarder falling on the snow ground and (b)-(d)
Comparison between the force in C1 vertebra measured in the THUMS and the one predicted by ODYSSEE.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The use of ROM methods was adequate to predict tissue-level loadings
of the THUMS model during a snowboarding backward fall. This work is a proof of concept that the methodology
could be used on detailed biomechanical models, and open up numerical design and evaluation of protective
devices. The same methodology is being completed with the addition of a finite element model of helmet and
results of helmet evaluation during a snowboarding backward fall will be presented at the conference.
REFERENCES. [1] N. Bailly et al., Scand. J. Med. Sci. Sports , 2017. [2] Kayvantash, K. CARHS Automotive CAE companion, 2019.
[3] M. Iwamoto et al. Traffic injury prevention, 2015.
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INTRODUCTION. The development of biofidelic head models is crucial since head injuries represent the most
likely outcome after a traumatic event, often leading to brain damage or death. To predict injuries and test
protective gear, several criteria were developed [1]. To improve the knowledge in this field, we developed an
Instrumented Human Head Surrogate (IHHS) [2]. New developments of this surrogate are aiming to improve the
robustness of the model with a redesigned skull, increase anatomical bio fidelity with the inclusion of falx cerebri
and tentorium cerebelli, and add more feedback with the inclusion of innovative sensors[3].
METHODS. An MRI scan of a 50th percentile male human head (scalp, skull, and brain) was imported into
Meshmixer and simplified for 3D printing. The skull model was divided in two parts joined and sealed thanks to
an indent and screws. A flat bottom base allows for connecting neck surrogates. The skull was 3D printed in PA12
using SLS technique. Brain and scalp models were used to generate moulds used for rubber casting of soft tissue
surrogates. Surrogate brain was casted using Platsil Gel 0030 silicone rubber and a Deadener in a multi-step
process embedding 3-axial accelerometers, gyros, and triads/hexads of miniature pressure sensors such as the
MAPS [3]. Skin was casted using Platsil Gel 10. Falx Cerebri and Tentorium Cerebelli were derived from the
brain model using Boolean operators and casted using Platsil gel 25. Pendulum and a drop test bench were set-up.
RESULTS. The brain with embedded sensors will be casted and assembled with skull, and skin in order to perform
impact tests with and without neck involvement. Preliminary results will be presented at the conference.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure a) improved skull closure; b) falx and tentorium geometry; c) MAPS, accelerometers, and gyro
embedded in the Platsil Gel brain center of mass,
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. We expect that these advances will improve the anatomical detail with
the inclusion of falx and tentorium and skull robustness against repeated impacts. Moreover, MAPS sensor will
allow studying dynamic multiaxial stress states in the brain during complex impact situations.
REFERENCES.
[1] Zhan X. et al., The relationship between brain injury criteria and brain strain across different types of head
impacts can be different, https://doi.org/10.1098/rsif.2021.0260, Journal of the Royal Society Interface, 6-2021.
[2] Petrone, N.et al., Feasibility of using a novel instrumented human head surrogate to measure helmet, head and
brain kinematics and intracranial pressure during multidirectional impact tests, J. Sci. Med. Sport 2019, 4–10,
doi:10.1016/j.jsams.2019.05.015.
[3] Zullo G. et al., A Novel Multi-Axial Pressure Sensor Probe for Measuring Triaxial Stress States Inside Soft
Materials, Sensors 2021, 21(10), 3487; https://doi.org/10.3390/s21103487.
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INTRODUCTION. Neck injuries represent a critical issue for people’s safety and protective gear must be used
during high-risk activities to reduce the severity of traumas. Tolerance limits for flexion, extension, lateral bending
and torsion range of motion and force/moments were evidenced in previous studies [1]. Nevertheless, neck braces
are not yet tested accordingly and are only subjected to basic comfort and robustness assessments. The aim of the
present work is to present a test method for assessing the effect of neck braces on neck kinematics suitable as
initial proposal of a standard test method
METHODS. A Hybrid III (JASTI, Japan) dummy seated in an impact pendulum was fixed at the trunk/shoulder
with slings. On the dummy chest we placed a commercial neck-brace and on dummy’s head we fitted a compatible
motorcycle helmet. The dummy was hit in a forehead/side/backhead position with a steel pendulum at potential
energy of 100 J, 4,5 m/s(similar to EN 1077) (Figure 1.a). Reflective markers were placed on chest and head visible
portion, as well as on neck-brace and helmet. 3D Kinematic data were captured using a Bonita camera system
(Vicon, U.S.A.) at 200 Hz. Data were processed to measure trunk, head and helmet absolute angles and calculate
neck flexion/extension angles in the sagittal/frontal plane, as well as helmet/head relative movements.
RESULTS. Preliminary results in a forehead impact are presented. Neck relative extension angle is shown in Fig
1b with and without neck brace. The neck relative angle reached in both cases peak values of 70° with respect to
the neutral position, captured with sufficient resolution at 200 Hz. Maximum head-helmet relative angle reached
6° (no neck brace) and 22° (with neck brace).

Figure 1 a) experimental setup; b) neck relative angle; c) head-helmet relative angle
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Preliminary experiments confirm that the method allows inducing a neck
hyperextension/flexion/lateral bending and assessing the effectiveness of neck-braces: current head impact
methods do not include the neck or just focus on energy absorption. To avoid errors in the neck angle evaluation,
suitable methods are needed to obtain the head rather than helmet angle, as the differed significantly. Helmets play
a crucial role in this setup, as different helmet properties and geometries affect the interaction with the neck brace.
Tests can be repeated with various neck braces to reach safe or unsafe range of motion [2]. Other alternative test
setups are under investigation to cover other possible mechanisms which could lead to potential neck injuries.
REFERENCES.
[1] Raul, Aranda; Wei, W., Enhanced Rider Safety D. 2. 2, Pioneer Report on injury risk assessment procedures.
2020, 1–100.
[2] L. Gorasso, N. Petrone, On-track measurements of neck movements and muscle activity during motocross
sessions with or without neck brace, Procedia Engineering 60 (0) (2013) 337-342,
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INTRODUCTION. According to (Hadley et al., 2002), 3 to 25% of the spinal cord injuries worsened

during transportation. In mountain rescue, association of the Kendricks Extraction Device (KED) with
a cervical collar is used to stabilize the injured patient before transportation. Both active markers and
inertial platforms have been used to assess the use of KED with and without cervical collar during patient
stabilization, acquiring quantitative motion of the patient body during the procedure.
METHODS. The CodaMotion markers (Charnwood Dynamics Ltd.) and inertial platforms (Trigno,

Delsys Inc., Natick, USA) were placed on the head and on the torso to track motion during the
experiment. 21 rescuers composed of paramedic, doctors and nurses formed 20 groups of three. Two
scenarios were defined as KED the positioning of the KED only and moving a volunteer and, CCKED
with positioning of both cervical collar and KED. On both KED and CCKED scenario, 3 phases were
identified for KED positioning: 1) victim being rolled to a side to position the KED under the victim, 2)
positioning victim on the KED, 3) strapping victim to the KED. Maximum angle (Codamotion and
Trigno), distance between head and torso (by components - CodaMotion) as well as variation of those
values were computed by phases (for CodaMotion only) and during the whole test.
RESULTS. The Codamotion analysis performed on the

A

B

Figure 1. Lateral rotation of the victim for
positioning of the KED (A) and victim after
rotation with fixed CC and KED positioned for
fixing (B).

whole protocol did not report any significant difference
between the KED or CCKED scenario regarding the
maximum angle or distance between head and torso or
the maximum distance variation laterally. When
analyzed by phases, significance appears in the KED
fixation phase while variation of the measured distance
is still limited 0.48±0.18and 0.53±0.26cm2 for
respectively KED and CCKED test (p<0.001). Trigno
analysis presented significant differences for all axis
angular velocity and angular acceleration on
theprincipal axis of motion (0.84±0.17 and 0.6±0.37,
p=0.04) and for angular velocities (0.37, 0.93, 0.69
deg/s vs -0.59, 0.82 and 0.2, respectively x,y and z,
p<0.04).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Result of Trigno

analysis presented interesting results with higher
angular velocities found for KED which could happen during the positioning of the victim on the KED
while the collar present motion. This is why we would recommend using cervical collar during patient
stabilization. The Codamotion system acquisition and analysis was limited due to the lack of visibility
of the markers during the stabilization technics which was prevent by movements of the victim and those
of the rescuers. On the other hand, the Trigno system allowed a full recording of both scenarios, the
inertial platforms performing autonomously. Further study should be performed to be able to define
phases on Trigno timeframe and fully recommend on the stabilization procedure. Such work could
enable assessment and improvement of patient management through quantification of spine motion
during procedure. Such protocol could furtherly be used in training perspective.
REFERENCES.
Hadley, M.N. et al. 2002.. Clin. Neurosurg. 49, 407–498.
Acknowledgments: We thank Rohan Bianco and Esther Degrugellier for their help during the acquisition.
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INTRODUCTION. Snowboard is a winter sport that can be practiced on track, out of the track and in snow-park
with layouts to perform jumps and figures. The injury incidence in snowboard is about 3 to 4 injuries per 1000
hours of practice (Bianchi et al.1). This statistic includes both minor and severe injuries like broken bones.
Individual protection products (IPP) for sports usage are designed to minimize the consequence of a fall. IPP must
be certified before being sold in stores. In the absence of specific texts for snowboard, IPP for snowboard have to
pass the same tests as the motorbikes equipment. IPP are certified if the transmitted force after a 50 J drop test is
lower than 35 kN (EN-16212). Designers must choose the best complex of materials to pass the tests. Sometimes
these complexes are heavy and not comfortable for users. The aim of this study is to challenge the EN-1621 norm
by assessing the mechanical energy (ME) of the impact for knee (KN) and buttock (BK) falls.
METHODS. This study was approved by the local ethics committe. Eight subjects (32.8±7.6 years old, 71.7±5.1
kg, and 1.8±0.1m), who gave their informed consent, had to fall 5 times on knees and buttocks on a force plate
(KISTLER). The method developed by Chi et al.3 was used to obtained the ME by computing the effective mass
(EF) , the impact velocity (VI), the kinetic and potenial energy and the force impulse between the first contact with
the ground and the first peak of the vertical ground reaction force (GRF). The trajectories of four clusters of retroreflective markers, placed on the KN and on the hip, were acquired using 10 optoelectronic cameras (QUALYSIS).
Force and video data were synchronously recorded at 5000 and 500 Hz, respectively. For KN falls, subjects were
asked to reproduce a shift fault on a skateboard and fall on the knees on two embedded force plates giving two
values per trial. For BK falls, they were asked to fall back on a force plate from a standing position. Subjects had
to wear IPP for knee and buttocks to avoid any injury during the experimental tests. The normal distribution of the
results was verified using the Shapiro Wilk Test, then the ME for both falls expressed as mean and standard
deviation from all trials
RESULTS. 33 and 73 falls were recorded for the BK and KN falls, respectively. One subject did not complete
the study for pain reasons. The results for the BK falls follow a normal distribution (p>0.05), giving a ME of
28.2±14.4 J corresponding to 56.4% of the input defined in the EN-1621. For the KN, the ME obtained from all
subject ranged from 16.6±10.5 J to 40.7±24.6 J meaning a great inter and intra subject variability. In this case the
ME obtained from the 73 falls was 27.9±24.6 J but did not follow a normal distibution (p<0.05).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The limitations of this study are first the low number of subjects, the role
played by the IPP used in this study to reduced the GRF by their deformation and that the task is far from a real
fall in the snow. For both falls, the inter-subject variability can be explained by the level of confidence in regards
to task to be accomplished. For the KN falls, the intra-subject variability of subjects can be explained by the fact
that the knees did not impact at the same time. Futur works must consider the first knee with the highest ME
obtained instead of considering the two knees before reconsidering the norm. The ME for the BK represent 56.4%
of the energy input defined in the EN-1621 norm, suggesting that the certification requirements for this IPP are
currently too high but the inter subject variability must be taken in account before revising this standard by
conisedring adding the standard deviation to the mean in order to protect at best each snowboarder with a sufficient
safety margin. Futur works must included more subject or done using numerical methods by considering the entire
body and mechanical properties of snow.
REFERENCES. 1_Bianchi et al. 2017. Snow Sports Trauma and Safety. 2_Motorcylclists’protective clothing
against mechanical impact. The European standard EN 1621-1. 3_Chi, K-J. et al. 2005. Journal of Biomechanics,
Vol 38.
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INTRODUCTION: To prevent injuries to the spine and back in winter sports especially snowboarding, back
protector devices (BPDs) have been increasingly utilized by the sport participants [1]. However, there is no
specific testing standard for snowboarding BPDs which, instead, share the testing standard originally designed
for motorcyclist back protection [2]. Therefore, the biomechanical knowledge remains to be explored during
snowboarding accidents to verify whether the loading conditions (e.g. test speed) and evaluation thresholds (e.g.
force limits) originally for motorcyclist populations are suitable for snowboarders.
METHODS: The snowboarder multi-body (MB) model which was previously validated and used to study spinal
injuries during snowboarding backward falls [3] was used again here to estimate the velocity of back-to-snow
impact. Similar to our previous study, a total of 324 snowboarding backward falls were performed to make a full
design of experiments accounting for different accident variables. The frequencies of different back regions
colliding with the ground and the corresponding impact velocities were analyzed. The biomechanical responses
during back-to-snow impacts were then evaluated with finite element (FE) approach in which the additionally
validated Total Human Model for Safety (THUMS) mid-size occupant model was applied with the MB-obtained
back-impact velocity to hit on the snow ground of three levels of stiffness (fully rigid, hard and soft). The spinal
range of motion (ROM), vertebral strain, back compression, and back-impact force were analyzed during
impacts to the snow.
RESULTS: The mean values of back-to-snow impact velocities were 2.4m/s and 7.3m/s for the normal and
tangential components with the corresponding maximum values up to 4.8m/s and 18.5m/s. The lower central
back was found as the most vulnerable back region in terms of the normal impact velocity. During impacts to
hard and soft snow, the normalized spinal ROM was always less than 100% indicating a low injury risk in terms
of spinal flexion-extension while only one out of ten simulations had vertebral effective plastic strains over the
fracture threshold. The back compressions measure at T8 wer up to 25.5% and 21.9% on the hard and soft snow
respectively, while the back-impact force was always less than 6.2kN.

Figure Workflow of the study:MB simulations of snowboarding backward falls to estimate the back-impact
velocity which was then applied in back-to-snow FE simulations for the final biomechanical analysis
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The test speed in the current BPD testing standard might not be high
enough to protect against secondary impacts to other obstacles after snowboarding falls in which the tangential
impact velocity up to 18.5m/s in this study would likely turn to be the normal impact velocity. The body
kinematics after the back-to-snow impact should contribute highly to spinal ROMs and thus spinal injuries. The
snowboarder could sustain a considerable injury risk of AIS2+ during back-to-snow impacts with the backimpact forces far lower than the thresholds of the current BPD testing standard. Therefore, additional flexionextension resistance tests and lower force thresholds are recommended for the current BPD testing standard.
REFERENCES.
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INTRODUCTION. In speed disciplines performed in natural ambient such as downhill skiing, racing and
downhill cycling, safety of athletes is related to the possibility of correct design of the course trajectory and
competition artifacts (i.e. jumps & walls in cycling) as well as to the correct installation of safety barriers when
dangerous elements cannot be removed from the course background (rocks, trees, drops). Not only the intrinsic
properties of structures and barriers but also their installation determine the real behaviour of such elements in the
field [1]. Crash/functional in-situ evaluation of crashworthiness or correct dynamic design of such structures gives
to course safety managers and athletes a final tool for the engineering assessment of such installations [2].
METHODS. A launching catapult for bicycle and skiing crash test simulations was designed following given
requirements of portability and energy release. The system was designed to accelerate an instrumented Hybrid III
50th male dummy and a 25 kg downhill bicycle up to an exit speed of 50 km/h in a total wooden base length of 4.0
m. In principle, two main guide beams (5.6 m) sustain a carriage (15kg) that can be accelerated by a set of 4 elastic
bands (L=1m, K=210 N/m each) each side: the bicycle/dummy assembly is guided at the floor, pulled at the
handlebars and pushed at the dummy back by the carriage. The catapult can be preloaded by a wrench and released
by a remote mechanical trigger: the carriage is stopped by two car shock absorbers. The catapult was used to test
downhill bicycle jumps with different take off angle (-4°, 0°, +4°) of the jump board and recording landing events.

Figure 1. (a) Side view of catapult installation at bike jumps; (b,c) dummy landing photograms of two tests; (d,e)
(a)
take off acceleration and speed curves of the HIII dummy chest in the catapult, with 3 elastic bands per side.
RESULTS. The catapult allowed to successfully launch the dummy/bike up to 48km/h for a total number of 14
jumps. Speed can be modulated by the number of elastic bands. Dummy/bike stabilities were satisfactory and
improvement were made to prevent hand/handlebar release or dummy backflips due to the high accelerations (max
11g). Crash impacts on the downhill slope allowed recording Peak Head Resultant accelerations up to 375 g.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The catapult is being adapted to other sports such as ski barriers testing
by lowering of the guide beams, introducing low friction guide for the skis, and adapting the carriage to a skiing
posture. It will be used against A-nets, B-nets and Mattresses along a racecourse after installation on the snow.
ACKNOWLWDGEMENTS. The research was funded by Interreg IV project “Goodride” ITAT 2033.
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INTRODUCTION. In France, safety mattresses placed on obstacles are submitted to a design standard in order
to assess their capabilities to dissipate energy once impacted by a skier or a snowboarder. However, these
mattresses are used several years, are submitted to severe weather conditions and subjected to damage and repairs.
Thus, this study aimed at exploring mattress capabilities to protect from head injuries during their cycle of life.
METHODS. Experimental drop tests of a metallic head form were performed in ski resorts during winter on
mattress laid on the ground (Figure a), as placed in the design standard. Accelerations during the first impact were
recorded using accelerometers (±250g, 10000Hz) and used to evaluate mattress performances. The influences of
mattress properties (thickness, age, impact location, cover), outside conditions (temperature), fastening on the
obstacle (different poles with a diameter from 6cm to 16cm), damage and repairs and drop height (2m or 3m) on
the head acceleration were investigated.
RESULTS. 532 drop tests were performed on 76 mattresses with ages varying from 0 to 15 years old and with a
thickness between 10cm and 44cm. This study showed a strong influence of mattress thickness, cover integrity
(Figure b), drop height and fastening (Figure c). However, surface temperature, aging, impact location and cover
type did not significantly affect the head acceleration.

Figure a) head impact, b) influence of cover and c) of fastening/mattress shape on mattress behavior
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. This study is a major step towards a better understanding of ski mattress
performances and behaviour. It provides a first evaluation of mattress performances depending on its
characteristics. Such information could be used to improve the management of ski resort mattresses while
increasing safety on slopes.
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INTRODUCTION. In high speed skiing disciplines, safety of athletes is ultimately entrusted to A-nets when high
energy impacts have to be absorbed without contact with the obstacles behind and with minimal decelerations on
athletes. Analysis of the behavior of A-nets is a challenging study that has been addressed in the past with
experimental and numerical methods [1-3]. The knowledge of A-net tensioning and relaxation after impact is of
great importance, as well as the estimation of load/penetration curves of athletes during impacts to prevent injuries.
METHODS. Ten load cells 5 kN DMY-103 (CALT) were placed between A-nets and the zig-zag rope connected
to the steel cable tensioned between poles as in Figure 1.a, at Val Gardena Saslong race course. A 96 kg dummy,
1.1m height, was suspended with a 5.5m steel cable to the tip of the pole; lifted to the pole height, it impacted as
a pendulum against the nets at 0.4 m from the ground. Load cells measured tension loads before, during and after
each impact to get the peak loads and the load relaxation after repeated impacts (Figure 1.b). Dummy resultant
deceleration was also collected with a 500g triaxial accelerometers in the dummy, penetration was estimated by
video analysis and double integration. Static Load-Penetration curves were obtained pulling the dummy with a
load cell and a wire potentiometer, compared with the dynamic peak Load/Penetration values (Figure 1.c). Two
test sessions G1 and G2 were performed in two different locations of the slope for a total number of 30 impacts.
(a)

(c)

(b)
Figure 1 a) Ten load cells applied to the A-net in G1: in bottom square, A-net penetration static test; b) tension
load relaxation after repeated impacts in G1; c) static vs dynamic dummy Load/Penetration curve in G2 tests.
RESULTS. High differences between the pole location (load cells #2,3,4) and the middle portion of the net
(#5,6,7) resulted after initial tensioning (Figure 1.b). During impacts, peak values of about 1300 N were reached
on load cells close to the pole. Tension load relaxation after 8 repeated impacts reached up to 45% (Load cell #4),
with higher loss in proximity of poles. Dummy Load/Penetration non-linear curves showed that with a penetration
load of about 8 kN the dummy penetrated of about 1,5 m. Interestingly, the dummy dynamic peak penetration into
A-nets, captured with video analysis, associated to inertial load estimated by the resultant acceleration show a fair
agreement when compared to the static Load/Penetration curve (Figure 1.c).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Precious information about the tensioning state of the A-nets and their
stability after repeated impacts were collected. A static Load/Penetration test can characterize the stiffness of Anet as dynamic impact results matched with fair agreement. The test method can be proposed as an appropriate
A-net tensioning test to prevent skiers from impacting obstacles, rocks or even poles supporting the nets.
ACKNOWLWDGEMENTS. Authors intend to thank Saslong organizers and staff for the fundamental support.
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INTRODUCTION. Half of the moderate or severe traumatic brain injuries are caused by collisions against
obstacles on ski slopes (Bailly et al., 2018). The performances of safety mattresses used to protect from injuries
remain unclear in regard to the reality of skier collision. Based on numerical simulation with virtual human models,
this study aimed at evaluating mattress performances to protect from severe head and trunk injuries in
representative accident scenarios.
METHODS. Human multibody simulations were performed to conduct a full design of experiment of 3692
simulations with various skier size and speed, slope, distance to the obstacle and protection of the obstacle.
Experimental head and trunk drop tests with representative impact mass and surface (n=160) were performed from
different heights on safety mattress to then calibrate their behaviour. As a result, 4 protection states (without
mattress or with a mattress of 15 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm thick) were included in the analysis. Severe injury risks were
evaluated using impact speeds and linear head accelerations criteria (maximal acceleration, 3 ms acceleration,
HIC36) and 3 ms thoracic accelerations.

Figure a) multibody simulation and b) head injury risk according to impact speed and mattress
RESULTS. Head injury risks were strongly reduced between an unprotected obstacle (61% of scenarios with
HIC36 > 1000) and with a 15 cm mattress (34%). Compared to unprotected simulations, mattresses showed strong
performances to protect from severe head injuries for impact speeds below 29 km/h, moderate performances
between 29 and 43 km/h and insufficient performances above (Figure). Thoracic injuries were also reduced with
mattresses, however less significantly (from 54% to 43% of accident scenarios).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. This evaluation of mattress performances in various accident scenarios
highlights their absorption capacities up to 43 km/h. It also underlines the protection increase provided by the
30 cm thick mattress for high impact speeds. This information is important for ski resorts to adapt their protection
of obstacles on slopes, but also for mattress compagnies to improve their designs and for normative institutions to
increase the impact speed of the standards.
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INTRODUCTION.
Ski resort operators protect snowmakers and pylons with foam mattresses. These protective foams have a 5 years
lifespan and must be replaced before 5 years if they are damaged. Today, French ski resort managers want to
identify technical solutions to enable them to improve foams/protective mattresses and nets (historical inventory
management) and locate products once spread across the domain. Therefore, the objective of the paper is to
investigate technologies that could be useful for the traceability of mattresses in ski resorts.
METHODS.
For that, 2 technologies were considered: 1) RFID technology for large volume management and 2) NFC
technology for unitary foam management. In both case, mattresses will be instrumented with specific tags having
a good resistance to cold, moisture and allowing a good reading through the cover and the foam of the mattress. A
smartphone application and a data management platform were investigated to manage the traceability of mattresses
(including geolocation, evolutions in time, damages, repairs). The 3 French mattress manufacturers have teamed
up to offer French ski resort operators a unique solution to manage the entirety of their mattress fleet with a single
application and a single platform even with multiple providers.
RESULTS.
To offer a two levels traceability (unitary and volume management), a combination of the different systems
investigated was chosen. For volume management (inventories), mattresses will be equipped with RFID tags read
by a gun centralizing information on the data platform. This allows visualization of the mattresses on a map,
carrying out an administrator follow-up with inventory management on the platform. For unitary mattress
management, mattresses will also be instrumented with NFC tags, read by a smartphone application (Figure)
allowing the operator to access and modify mattress information: location of the mattress, repairs, impact history.

Mobile application of mattress park management
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.
This traceability system provides a solution to manage mattress fleets, ensure optimal mattress replacement and
thus reduce the number of accidents with foams that will continue to provide optimum protection to skiers. It
guarantees traceability and state history conservation for mattresses to provide information in case of quality audit
and offers a better management of the mattress fleet.
This work is performed in collaboration with MBS, Alticoncept, Context et Domaines Skiables de France.
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INTRODUCTION. Terrain park jumps can put recreational jumpers at risk of impacts with equivalent fall
heights (EFH) routinely as great as 3 meters, on large table-top jumps in the US [6]. EFH has been known for
many years [4] to indicate the energy dissipated on impact that could cause injury, depending on body orientation,
and has been used for traditional Nordic jumps for over a century. A similar approach was suggested for designing
terrain park jumps [1] and a complete design rationale exists [2]. Free online software has been provided [3] for
designing and analyzing hill profiles to limit EFH. Computer-assisted, instrumented groomers exist to create such
jumps [5]. No meaningful technical impediments to EFH-safe jumps remain. This scientific paper tests the
hypothesis that EFH safety can be realized, i.e., standardized, engineered, and implemented, in terrain park jumps
at US resorts.
METHODS. In response to supposed needs for standards for performance, metrics, design, construction, labeling,
and maintenance of jumps, and for training and certification of resort personnel, several US academic researchers
have worked with ASTM International’s Committee on Snow and Water Sports, F27, since 2011. Their hope was
to emulate the productive ski-boot-binding standards and resulting spectacular reductions in tibia fractures in the
1980s. Published presentations and papers on EFH and jump design promoted understanding and built scientific
literature. The SnowSport Safety Foundation (SSF) supported new laws requiring reporting injuries and disclosing
safety plans.
RESULTS. The necessary engineering to design jumps with managed EFH at www.skijumpdesign.info is freely
available. Implementation of managed EFH has not yet been achieved. Nothing resembling the well implemented
standards for ski bindings has resulted for jumps. In a decade of work, ASTM subcommittee F27.70 on terrain
park jumps only produced standard definitions for jump features. F27.70 has rejected proposals that include
measurements of jumps that can be used to calculate EFH. SSF reports there was industry lobbying against
proposed laws requiring reporting accidents and disclosing safety plans, preventing enactment in California,
Colorado, and Maine. Bills for reporting injuries were passed by a strong plurality by California legislatures but
then vetoed by Governors Schwarzenegger and Brown in 2011 and 2013. The SSF also reports, due to industry
lobbying, a 2021 bill for reporting snowsport injuries failed to clear committee, preventing Colorado legislative
voting.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Terrain-park jumps without EFHs designed or managed quantitatively,
some with EFHs large enough to cause serious injuries, are still found at snowsports resorts in the US. We know
of no US existing terrain park jumps that were designed quantitatively to manage EFHs. Remedies through ASTM
F27 standards appear to be problematic, at least in the eyes of some academics. States have tried and as yet have
been unable to enact injury reporting and safety plan disclosure laws, as per SSF. Conclusions, contesting the
importance of EFH in jump safety, appear in publications and presentations. Some academics contend that injuries
on terrain park jumps could be reduced through appropriate measurements, designs, inspection, signage, reporting,
and review. Despite knowing how to design EFH safe jumps, implementation has been resisted in the US.
Standardization, engineering, and implementation have not been realized. Our hypothesis is currently false.
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INTRODUCTION. The injury risk is high for both, recreational and professional park riding (Heer et al., 2019).
It involves a complex interplay of various factors regarding the athlete, the equipment, and the playing field.
Whereas the right use of safety equipment can be quickly explained by instructors, experience and skills have to
be built up gradually to enable athletes managing their risk to a minimum. This means that athletes have to be able
to perceive if obstacles match their own abilities, and, even more challenging, they have to anticipate and alter
speed and manoeuvres to changing ambient conditions, as well as to various jump designs. To help athletes with
their personal risk management, snow parks should follow best practices concerning design and operation. The
BFU recommends jump designs with low landing impacts, e.g. step-up jumps, and states upper limits of landing
impacts based on available research studies (e.g. Petrone et al., 2017). However, data on existing jumps and
corresponding landing impacts are widely missing. Therefore, we measured jumps’ geometries in several snow
parks of Switzerland to (1) compare design parameters and calculated landing impacts with current BFU
recommendations, and (2) to identify high impact zones helping shapers to optimize the design of their jumps.
METHODS. 13 jumps were captured by multiple position measurements along the longitudinal axis of the jump
using a differential global satellite navigation system (dGNSS). 6 jumps were captured using terrestrial laser
scanning. The position data captured with dGNSS were cleaned from outliers. 2D-profiles of the jumps were
received from projecting the position data onto the longitudinal cross-section plane. Table and landing geometry
were smoothed and interpolated to a spatial resolution of 0.1 m, while the kicker was fitted with a 2nd order
polynomial to reveal angle and position of the take-off precisely. A point mass model was used to numerically
calculate trajectories for take-off speeds from 6 to 17.6 m s-1 including aerodynamic forces. Equivalent fall heights
(eFH) were calculated at the intersections of trajectories and jump profile. Landing zones were divided into ideal
(sweet spot) zone (eFHM < 1 m; eFHL/XL < 1.5 m), critical zones, and injury zones (eFHM > 1.5 m; eFHL/XL > 2 m).
RESULTS. Both medium (M) sized jumps (table length ltable.≈ 6 m) had a sweet spot zone of sufficient length (>
6 m) and eFHs smaller than 1.5 m throughout the entire table meeting the BFU recommendations. Nevertheless,
critical eFHs larger than 1.5 m, which are recommended not to exceed anywhere on the jump, were reached for
take-off speeds of about 1.1 m s-1 faster than the speed required to land onto the sweet spot (ca. 9.4 m s-1). Four
jumps were categorized as large (L) (ltable = 10.3 – 12.8 m). Their sweet spots lengths accorded with the
recommendations (> 9 m), but high eFHs (2.3 – 3.4 m) occurred for table landings. From the remaining 13 jumps,
which all fell into the unregulated XL category, 10 had long sweet spot zones from about 12 to 15 m providing
margin to forgive variations of speed, pop or wind. Besides the risk of high landing impacts towards the end of the
landing zone, as found similarly for the M and L-jumps, XL-jumps partly had very high eFHs (2.6 – 4.6 m) also
for table landings.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The data confirmed the proposed limits of landing impacts as realistic
and practicable for shapers, and provided knowledge for future recommendations for L and XL-jumps. To reduce
landing impacts, modifying table geometries, especially for L and XL jumps, is considered promising. High
landing impacts occurring with too long jumps cannot be prevented with jump design modifications alone.
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INTRODUCTION: Several snowboarding disciplines are established competitions at Olympic Winter Games.
The halfpipe may be considered as one of the most spectacular and attention-gaining events as a series of jumps
with ever increasing complexity are executed consecutively within each run. As performance is evaluated by a
team of judges there are important factors such as air time and amplitude which strongly affect ratings. Only very
limited research exists yet, such that a full understanding of factors contributing to performance is missing.
The goal of this study was to establish the potential of using two multidimensional force sensors during take-off
and landing within training runs in a halfpipe in competitive freestyle snowboarders. It was aimed at providing
preliminary descriptive data on take-offs and landings from basic tricks.
METHOD: Six freestyle snowboarders (3m, 3f, 16.1 ± 1.3 y) of the German National Team participated in the
study. Two custom-built, snowboard-specific, six degree-of-freedom force plates (diameter: 200 mm, height: 31
mm, mass: 0.9 kg) mounted between board and binding (500 Hz, McAlpine et al. 2011) and a handheld camera
were used for collection of board reaction forces and descriptive kinematics while boarders executed straight airs,
switch and 360-deg jumps in a competition ready halfpipe (Laax, Switzerland). The collected data were analysed
offline and average forces were determined in an interval of 0.5 s before take-off and after landing. The current
analysis included only normal forces and assessed rear foot/front foot force ratios.
RESULTS: Preliminary analysis revealed that most boarders had an asymmetric force distribution during takeoff in the straight jumps. The ratio was appr. 65/35 rear/front (Fig. 1) with some variation between individuals.
Landing forces were generally more evenly distributed. For the switch take-offs the load ratio was about 55/45 but
inter-individually highly variable.
DISCUSSION: Rider perceptions varied but
generally did agree in that the basic jumps were
not affected by the extra weight of the plates.
Coaches’ expectations were a ratio of 60/40 for
optimally executed take-offs indicating a
considerable deviation for the athletes tested.
The observed inter-individual differences
indicate that force characteristics may be a useful
measure to assess an athlete’s technical level
while representative values need to be
established. Future research may include
kinematic analyses or generate a feedback tool
for training purposes.
CONCLUSION: The proposed methodology
has great potential to improve our understanding
of loading during take-off and landing, as well as
movement
technique
in
snowboarding
disciplines and may be useful as a training tool
once close to real-time feedback can be
generated.

Figure 1: Example force curves from a ‘360’ from landing (TD) to take-off
(TO) for one run through the flat. Ratios of mean forces 0.5 s pre TO were
calculated:
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INTRODUCTION. The aim of the study is to provide a potential risk analysis based on the orographic
characteristics (slope, exposure with respect to the north and heterogeneity index) and shape of ski slopes sections
(classifiable as regular, narrowing or widening), through a statistical comparison with information in the SAFE
database. SAFE is a tool used by more than 40 Italian ski resorts to map accidents that occur on the ski slopes.
Last season before the Covid 19 pandemic lockdown, 19,000 incidents were mapped thanks to SAFE. The
historical database collects data from more than 80,000 geo-referenced rescue operations, each of which is
described by more than 40 variables in the rescue location, including geographic location, slope’s width, aspect
and orientation. SAFE’s georeferencing of accidents relies on a map that contains over 2,000 slopes classified by
degree of difficulty (school fields, blue, red and black) consolidated and validated by ski resorts' managers. The
geospatial analysis allows to highlight inhomogeneities and peaks in the distribution of cases correlated to different
variables observed; these differences can be traced back, in hypothesis or by comparison with specific
investigations, to specific characteristics of the slope. The study was developed on an experimental basis to support
the design of two new tracks in the Borgo Lares ski resort (Trento).
METHODS. Preparation of the dataset: The operational hypothesis is that some orographic characteristics of the
slope may be statistically relevant for the number of accidents on a slope’s section. Even if it is a simplification
with respect to the weather conditions and traffic, as well as the skills and behavior of skiers, the statistical analysis
on a high-coverage sample on a national basis allows to obtain a first comparative estimate of the slopes design
characteristics and can be used as indication for the best precautions for safety on the track. Red slopes
(intermediate difficulties following the European classification), equivalent to those of the Borgo Lares ski resort,
were extracted from the SAFE database. The slopes polygons obtained were divided geometrically into sections
of constant length of 50m along their bisector taking into account the direction of descent of skiers, the slope and
exposure values with respect to the north were subsequently calculated for all sections of the dataset. The accidents
falling within the sections were then selected from the SAFE database with a geographical query.
Data analysis: A first analysis was carried out to compare the sections extracted from the SAFE database with the
Borgo Lares track sections from an orographic and geometric shape point of view. A comparison analysis was also
made on these sections considering the time of the accident and finally an in-depth analysis on the potential risk
thanks to an odds ratio analysis, a statistical measure used in epidemiology to identify possible effects of a
condition. with respect to pathology.
RESULTS. The analysis in this study was based on SAFE's database, applying data science methods to extract
from anonymous incident reports and integration with morphological features. Results showed that for Borgo
Lares’ slopes’ sections, 2 out of 13 planned sections correspond to a sub-population with no accidents in 2020
(D0=100%), while 11 out of 13 sections correspond to a sub-population with one or more accidents (min 10% max
36.8%). A time analysis was also applied (day of the season and time of the ski day) highlighting the need to
increase the attention and availability of rescuers during the last weekend in February, i.e. just before the carnival
holidays. While the density of the hourly distribution, distinguishing between public holidays/pre-holidays and
weekdays, showed an increase in accidents after 11.00 with a main peak at 12.00; there is also a second peak at
around 15.00 in January.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. This innovative approach makes it possible to start a phase of more
geospatial focused investigations, with the aim of providing ski resorts managers with a more precise decision
support system, based on sections of the slope where to concentrate their work, being able to experiment new tools
and new initiatives to improve skiers’ safety.
The limited length of the Borgo Lares slopes and the orographic regularity of the two tracks influenced and limited
the possibility of further investigating the characterization and variability of the individual sections, lowering the
total number of slopes initially available for analysis.
REFERENCES.
[1] De Filippi et al. SicurSkiWeb: a GEOICT platform for skiing safety data; 6th International Congress on Science and Skiing,
University of Salzburg, Austria (2013).
[2] A GeoICT approach to skiing traffic analysis, Msc Thesis, University of Trento (2014)
[2] Dallagiacoma M. Predicting the risk of accidents for downhill skiers, MSc Thesis, University of Trento (2017)
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A Novel System Based on Dilatant Fluids for Tangential Impact Dissipation for Helmets
M. Colonna1*, M. Parisi1, G. La Fauci1, L. Crosetta1 & N. Pugno2
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INTRODUCTION. It is widely reported in the literature1 that tangential impacts on helmets produce rotational
accelerations that can cause concussion and traumatic brain injuries. The systems that are now available for the
mitigation of rotational acceleration are based on the reciprocal movement of the external and internal part of the
helmet (e.g. in MIPS system). However, those systems do not absorb energy during the movement, but only retard
the moment in which the impulse is transferred to the head. For this reason, we have developed a modular system
based on incapsulated dilatant fluids that, not only permit the movement of the external part of the helmet with
respect to the head, but also dissipate energy during this movement.
METHODS. We have designed and produced by 3D printing a module composed of a rigid lower part containing
a fluid in which is immersed a rigid disc that is free to move in all direction. The module is closed in the upper
part with a flexible cover. The upper part of the module is fixed to the external part of the helmet while the lower
part is connected with the internal part of the helmet. The internal and external parts of the helmet are only
connected by means of the dissipating moduli and therefore are free to rotate. The impact attenuation of the
dissipation module has been tested on a drop weight machine equipped with load cells that measure the absorbed
energy. A test rig has been built to selectively apply a tangential force to a single device filled with different fluids
and compared with a rigid set-up. The lower part of device was connected to a rigid structure, while the impact
was performed only on the upper moving part in order to simulate a tangential impact on the outside of the helmet.

Figure 1: impact attenuation modules that can absorb tangential, vertical and combined impacts and their
position inside the helmet
RESULTS. The results of impact tests on a single modulus, with an apparatus that permits to selectively apply
tangential impacts, have shown that the use of a dilatant fluid such as polyborodimethylsiloxane reduce the
transmitted impact force from 55 to 80% (depending on the impact energy) with respect to the rigid interconnection
between the internal and external parts of the helmet and postpone the time to peak of over 10 milliseconds. The
use of standard silicones with a Newtonian behaviour only reduces the impact force of 30-40% with respect to the
rigid system.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. We have designed and tested a device for impact attenuation that permits
to significantly reduce the peak forces caused by tangential impacts. The use of dilatant fluids gives the best results
in terms to impact attenuation. Further work is in progress to optimize the dimensions and design of the modulus.
The production of prototypes of helmets containing the attenuation modules is in progress in order to measure the
effect of the dissipation modules in tangential impacts on the real helmets.
REFERENCES.
• DiGiacomo et al. Ann Biomed Eng 49, 2805–2813 (2021).

Mechanical Behaviour of 3D printed architected cellular structure under dynamic compression and shear
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INTRODUCTION. The role of personal protective equipment (PPE) is to absorb the impact energy transmitted
to the body. In this perspective, cellular structures made of flexible materials with additive manufacturing
processes have a great potential for energy absorption [1], in particular for the design of sports safety helmets (ski,
bicycle, hockey, football, etc.). The geometric parameters of the cells could be modified to adjust the properties
for an optimal protection according to the use of the PPE [2]. The objective of this study is therefore to characterize
the effect of the geometric parameters of a lattice cell structure on its dynamic behavior and its energy absorption
capacity in pure compression and shear.
METHODS. Five geometric parameters of a cell lattice
structure (figure 1) were studied according to a full factorial
plan: strut spacing (d = 3 and 6 mm), layer thickness (h = 0.5
and 0.6 mm), strut angle (θ = 28.8 and 45°), strut orientation
(φ = 0 and 45°) and pattern sequence (no consecutive
superposition of identical layers (1-1), superposition of 2
consecutive identical layers (2-2) and superposition of 3
consecutive identical layers followed by a single layer (31)). Ninety-six samples of thermoplastic polyurethane
(Ninjaflex, NinjaTek) were manufactured using fused
deposition modeling process. They were tested in pure
compression up to 0.67 strain, and in pure shear up to 0.33 Figure 1: Representation of the studied parameters:
strain at a loading speed of 100 mm/s using a hydraulic i) layer thickness (h) and pattern sequence (1-1); ii)
mechanical testing apparatus (mini Bionix 858, MTS inc). pattern sequence (2-2); iii) pattern sequence (3-1);
iv) strut spacing (d), strut angle (θ) and strut
The main metrics analyzed in this full factorial design are
orientation (φ)
the equivalent engineering stress and energy absorbed at
maximum efficiency in compression, as well as the stress and energy absorbed at 0.30 strain in shear.
RESULTS. All parameters significantly affected (p<0.05) the lattice structure mechanical behavior. Strut spacing
was the most important factor. When reduced, the stress increased by 42 kPa (365%) and 16 kPa (144%) in
compression and shear respectively. The pattern sequence was the second most important factor, affecting the
compression and shear stress by 38 kPa (311%) and 14 kPa (120%) respectively. Energy absorbed in compression
and shear followed the same trend. Predictive models describing each metric in terms of the geometric parameters
showed coefficients of determination (adjusted r2) of 0.92 and 0.93 for compression and shear respectively.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. This study showed that all geometric parameters significantly affected
the mechanical behaviour of the tested lattice structure, but strut spacing and pattern sequence are 2 factors of
particular importance that may be targeted. The result of this factorial design of experiment allows defining
predictive models of the architected structure behavior under compression and shear to optimize its efficiency in
managing impact energy. Future work will use this predictive model to optimize the structure for energy absorption
and investigate their potential for improving the performance of snow sports safety helmets.
REFERENCES.
[1] H. Rahman, E. Yarali, A. Zolfagharian, A. Serjouei, et M. Bodaghi, « Energy Absorption and Mechanical
Performance of Functionally Graded Soft–Hard Lattice Structures », Materials, vol. 14, no 6, Art. no 6, janv.
2021, doi: 10.3390/ma14061366.
[2] J. Shi, H. Li, F. Xu, et X. Tao, « Materials in advanced design of personal protective equipment: a review »,
Mater. Today Adv., vol. 12, p. 100171, déc. 2021, doi: 10.1016/j.mtadv.2021.100171.

Non-Linear Spring Absorption Systems in Snowsport Helmets Design
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INTRODUCTION. Current expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam helmets offer limited protection initially during an impact,
and none after it’s compressed by roughly a half the thickness of the foam. They may provide even less protection on further
impacts, as EPS remains compressed after it is deformed. Our objective is to redesign alpine helmets with a new energy
absorption system using non-linear spring systems in place of foam. These systems increase distances over which an impact
can be absorbed, allowing the absorption of more than double the energy of the best foam systems.
METHODS. Suh’s Axiomatic Design (AD) theories and methods (1990), transform engineering design from experiential to
a scientific discipline. These are used to develop parallel, functional-physical decomposition hierarchies for helmets and
impact absorption systems. This rigorous method applies Suh’s axioms to maintain functional independence and maximize
probabilities of success. Representations of design solutions created this way are scientific results, which can exceed the
value of experimental data in providing for public safety.
RESULTS. Our high-level solution results in three main components, an inner layer to conform to and transfer diminished
loads over a wide region to a head, an outer layer to intercept impacting objects, and a load-transfer system between the two.
An essential element of the load-transfer system is the use of nonlinear springs. Spring systems have responses similar to
those shown in the figure below. The energy absorbed is the area under the load displacement curves, i.e. the integrals of
loads before brain injuries are sustained.

Figure: Comparison of EPP foam and non-linear springs with respect to the threshold for a concussion
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Measurements recorded from the non-linear springs we designed can work. Using
Suh’s AD, this results in an adjustable, controllable, robust helmet design solution.
REFERENCES.
Suh, N. P. (1990). The principles of design. Oxford University Press.
US Provisional Patent Application No. 63/257,331, filed October 19, 2021, entitled “HELMET WITH
CONSTANT FORCE MEMBERS”
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INTRODUCTION. The role of a protective helmet is to minimize the impact energy transferred to the head and
reduce the risks of brain injuries. Numerous parameters, such as the material and geometric features of the shell
and the liner, drive the safety performance of a helmet. In particular, one may expect different helmet safety
performances depending on the adhesion properties of the helmet with the contact surface (snow, grass, ice hockey
boards, protection devices, etc.) The goal of this preliminary study was to evaluate the effect of four helmet surface
coatings on the safety performance of a helmet.
METHODS. Four football helmet nylon shells (Kollide, Canada) with different surface coatings (no coating, Flex
Seal liquid rubber sealant coating (Swift Response, USA), multi-purpose rubber paint coating (Plasti Dip, USA)
and anti-slip self-adhesive tape 3M 610B-T2X9-C6) were tested on a custom-built linear impactor (Mëkanic,
Canada) equipped with a HYBRID III 50th percentile head and
neck assembly (Figure 1). A 3D-printed interchangeable liner
(Kollide, Canada) was inserted in each shell, and the resulting
helmet was impacted at a speed of 5,5 m/s in the side upper (SU)
direction using the procedure described in the NFL helmet test
protocol [1]. All tests were filmed using two high speed cameras
with a field of view of 0.5 (Fastcam SA3, Photron, USA). The
impact test was repeated three times on each helmet configuration.
Linear and angular accelerations of the head were measured using
a nine-accelerometer package (NAP) [2]. Head kinematic data
were used to calculate two injury metrics: the Head Injury
Figure 1: Side Upper impact on a helmet
Criterion (HIC15) [3] and the Diffuse Axonal Multi-Axis General
with anti-slip surface coating
Evaluation (DAMAGE) [4]. DAMAGE is based on the equations
of motion of a three-degree-of-freedom, coupled 2nd order system, and predicts maximum brain strain using the
directionally dependent angular acceleration time-histories from a head impact. HIC15 and DAMAGE were used
to calculate the Head Acceleration Response Metric (HARM): HARM = 0,0148 *HIC15 + 15,6*DAMAGE [1].
The HARM scores (average ± sd) of each helmet were then compared to assess the effect of surface coatings on
the helmet safety performance, a low HARM providing a safer helmet. As for DAMAGE, HARM scores are only
used to assess the relative severity of head impacts until risk functions are validated with additional injury data.
RESULTS. 3M anti-slip self-adhesive tape led to the lowest HARM score (1,90 ±0,06) while the transparent
smooth coating produced the highest (2,09 ±0,08). Video observations showed that higher friction at the interface
between the helmet and the impactor endcap slightly modifies the head kinematic by limiting head rotation (5°
less rotation in the frontal plane after 100 ms) in favor to head translation.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. This preliminary study suggests that helmet surface coating seems an
interesting avenue to improve the safety performance score of a helmet. It also emphasizes the fact that friction at
the helmet-impactor interface of standard impact tests should closely reproduce real-life conditions, especially in
sports where various impact conditions are encounters (e.g. cycling, snow sports, hockey, etc.). Future work will
consist to increase the number of tests to include statistical analysis of the results and investigate the effect of
helmet coatings for various testing conditions (impact speed and direction) and sport helmets.
REFERENCES. [1] BIOCORE, Helmet Test Protocol 03-20-2020 ; [2] Padgaonkar A.J., Krieg K.W., King A.I.
(1975) J Appl Mechanics, 42, 552-556 ; [3] Versace J. (1971), SAE International paper no. 710881 ; [4] Gabler
L., Crandall J., Panzer M. (2019) Ann Biomed Eng , 47(9), 1971-1981.
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INTRODUCTION. Measuring the speed of skiers is a meaningful and challenging task. Especially when the
speed is to be used as an actuating variable for adaptive safety components such as a mechatronic ski binding
(Hermann & Senner, 2021). For this application, the determination of the speed should be possible independently
of the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signal because of possible satellite masking. For this purpose,
inertial measurement units (IMUs) are suitable measuring systems but are associated with numerous drawbacks like temperature dependency and signal drift. A common handling strategy is to correct the sensor values based
on static or dynamic constraints or periodic events, as described by Fasel (2017). In contrast to this strategy, this
study examines the ability of machine learning (ML) networks to predict the speed of skiing based on IMU data.
METHODS. A field test was carried out with a GNSS device with an integrated 6dof IMU on the right ski. The
device was positioned 10 cm from the toe housing in the direction of the ski tip. The sampling rate of the IMU is
200 Hz. The GNSS antenna has a sampling rate of 25 Hz. Several ski runs and lift passages were recorded with
one test person on one day. A total of 55 minutes of recordings were used for the training. The data were preprocessed, transformed, and split into 60 % training data, 16 % validation data, and 24 % test data. The regression
model consists of two long short-term memory (LSTM) layers and two dense layers, with 14,529 trainable
parameters. The IMUs accelerometer data, gyroscope data, and temperature data functioned as model inputs; the
GNSS-velocity as the target variable.
RESULTS. A correlation coefficient of 0.9127 was obtained for the test data. Figure 1 shows the GNSS skiing
speed as well as the ML prediction for the test data. Two runs are visible with stops in between and a lift passage.
The best match between the ML-model output and the GNSS speed has been reached in phases of standstill or
constant speed (lift ride). However, it can also be seen that the neural network cannot optimally differentiate
between the lift ride and standstill states, (see seconds 345-450).
Figure 1 GNSS-speed
(blue) and model output
speed (red) for the test
dataset. (Run 1, the lift
passage and run 2 are
highlighted in green)
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Despite the high dynamics of skiing, there is a clear correlation between
the ML-model output and GNSS speed. Nevertheless, there are significant deviations in the phases of high
dynamics. Further tests with a larger amount of data from different test days and different subjects have to show
whether the predicted speed in the event of a GNSS failure is conceivable for the control of adaptive safety
components. Nevertheless, this study provides interesting findings, such as that a neural net could be utilized to
recognize defined conditions when skiing, like a standstill and a lift ride. These could then be used to compensate
for IMU drift.
REFERENCES.
Fasel, B. (2017). Drift reduction for inertial sensor-based orientation and position estimation in the presence of
high dynamic variability during competitive skiing and daily-life walking. (PhD Thesis). École Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne,
Hermann, A., & Senner, V. (2021). Knee injury prevention in alpine skiing. A technological paradigm shift
towards a mechatronic ski binding. Journal of Science and Medicine in Sport, 24(10), 1038-1043.
doi:10.1016/j.jsams.2020.06.009
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INTRODUCTION. Ski deflection is a crucial prerequisite to perform a carved turn with a turn radius R. However,
conversely it is not possible to deduce the deflection characteristics of the ski based on R. Further, the assumption
of a homogeneous deflection behavior (=constant radius) across the ski is an oversimplification; rather, segmental
and temporal differences in curvature occur along the ski, depending on ski technique and quality of a turn [1,2].
Since the recently published study on sensor-based detection of ski curvature was limited to a quasi-static
calibration [1], the purpose of this contribution is to check the novel PyzoFlex ® technology-based prototype in
terms of reproducibility and plausibility in a dynamic laboratory setting.
METHODS. The with six PyzoFlex® sensor elements (S1 to S6) instrumented Alpine ski was supported at the rear
and front ski end and deformed in a periodic procedure (bending frequency: 2.3 Hz) over 90 repetitions on a
pneumatic test bench. All sensor data recorded during the measurement were filtered, linearly drift-corrected and
calibrated with a curvature model [1]. For the reliability assessment, the first ten peaks of the sensor signal were
compared with the middle and last ten peaks. Changes in the mean (CIM) were analyzed by the use of a paired
sample t-test (level of significance p < 0.05). The intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC 3.1) and the typical error
of measurement, expressed as the coefficient of variation (CV), were used to assess relative and absolute test-retest
reliability. For the plausibility check, the mean curvature along the entire ski of 0.40 m-1 can be approximated using
the vertical deformation amplitude (120 mm) and the ski support positions and compared with the detected
curvature.
RESULTS. The figure shows the mean curvature ±
standard deviation over 90 cycles of the rear (S1 to
S3) and front (S4 to S6) ski sensors. When comparing
across all sensors, the CIM was 0.20% (0.8 mm-1),
the CV 0.63% (2.6 mm-1) and the ICC close to 1
(ICC 3.1 > 0.997). The max CV value of 0.83% and
max CIM of 0.24% can be noted for sensor S1. No
significant differences are detectable. The
magnitude of the measured curvature at the
maximum amplitude was 0.42 m-1 (mean over all 90
peaks) and was thus in the same order of magnitude
as the expected mean curvature (0.40 m-1) along the
entire ski.

Figure: Mean curvature ± standard deviation (SD)
over 90 cycles of rear (S1 to S3) and front (S4 to S6)
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The
sensors.
PyzoFlex® technology-based prototype was shown
to be a reliable measuring instrument to detect the
segmental curvature progression of Alpine skis, both in a quasi-static as well as in a dynamic setting. A plausible
sensor progression in the dynamics is visible, but the measured curvature was not compared with a gold standard
measuring instrument. In addition to the quantification of ski deflection and behavior during Alpine skiing, this
novel concept, might serve also as a potential application for injury analysis and prevention.
REFERENCES.
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INTRODUCTION. Strain sensors are important components for monitoring the constraints applied to sports
equipment and find their interest in applications for skis or ski boots. The integration of such sensors on flexible
substrates (plastics, nanocomposites, carbon composites, textiles) remains a challenge: simple and versatile
processes are required to develop these applications.
METHODS. We have developed an approach that combines solution chemistry (sol-gel chemistry) and laser
processing to fabricate semiconductor electronic devices based on metal oxides. These devices can be used as
sensors (chemical, humidity, temperature, stress, photodetector...) (see Figure). We will present this methodology
and focus on the properties of constraint sensors (deformation, pressure).

Figure: Schematic view of the process for integrating semi-conductor devices on flexible substrates, with
pictures of the laser treatment step and examples of devices on flexible plastic, carbon composite and
textile
RESULTS. We managed to adapt our fabrication process to integrate metal oxide deformation sensors on flexible
plastic, carbon composite, showing the possibility to later integrate these devices in ski to monitor constrains in
well-defined areas.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The laser induced process makes it possible to easily integrate
miniaturized sensors in skis or ski-shoes to monitor the constrains during its use. The interest of this original
approach is to be able to interface this type of materials on substrates which are generally not compatible with
current processes. Arrays of sensors are also feasible on the basis of this technology. This new method should open
new opportunities to monitor constrains on skis during their use to optimize its performance, monitor the behavior
of the skier and improve the safety.
REFERENCES.
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INTRODUCTION. Despite many scientific efforts and the introduction of various prevention measures, the
incidence of ACL injuries in alpine ski racing has been constantly growing over the last twenty years. Acting in
an outdoor environment and dealing with injury situations, biomechanical analysis is very challenging and limited
to manual matching methods. Recent progress in deep learning greatly improved human motion capture. However,
the task of inferring a skier’s pose from a single view video is still a big challenge, even bigger for injury situations.
In this study, we examined the practicability of deep learning based 2D keypoint detection in alpine skiing.
METHODS. We compared state-of-the-art keypoint detection algorithms OpenPose1, Mask-R-CNN2, AlphaPose3
and DCPose4. All four algorithms were run on an injury specific test dataset in their pretrained configuration. The
dataset was created by manual annotation of 533 randomly selected video frames, originating from eight different
ACL injury recordings. Frames were then categorized as ‘regular skiing’, ‘out-of-balance’ or ‘fall’ situations. To
identify difficult frames and common error patterns, predictions were overlayed with the respective video frame
and compared visually. Furthermore, the performance of each keypoint detector was evaluated by calculating the
mean per joint position error (MPJPE) and the percentage of correct keypoints (PCK) with respect to each category.
RESULTS. We observed best results for ‘regular skiing’, with 81 % to 92 % of all keypoints detected correctly at
a MPJPE of 9 to 14 pixels. While in ‘out-of-balance’ situations MPJPE doubled and PCK dropped to 77 % to 85
%, only 35 % to 54 % of all ‘fall’ keypoints were detected correctly, at 26 to 36 pixels MPJPE. Looking at failure
cases, we identified occlusions and rare poses as the main difficulties. Low quality frames and small skier sizes
also contributed to wrong keypoint detections. Alphapose and DCPose were most robust and achieved best results.

Figure: Visual comparison in different scenarios: regular skiing, out-of-balance situations and falls
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. As in injury and fall situations the skier gets twisted and crunched, selfocclusions and rare poses become more likely, just like occlusions due to snow spray and motion blur. As we
expected, visual and quantitative analysis revealed good results in ‘regular skiing’ situations, while the networks
performance decreased in ‘out-of-balance’ situations and most predictions failed at ‘fall’ situations. MPJPE values
in ‘regular skiing’ were in the range of manual annotation errors and can be considered as low enough for further
analysis. For ‘out-of-balance’ situations and ‘falls’ keypoint detection should be further improved. Regarding the
development of a deep learning tool for injury analysis in alpine skiing, we propose to fine-tune a well performing
keypoint detector, such as AlphaPose and DCPose, on a ski and injury specific dataset, such as ours.
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INTRODUCTION. Ski is among the most popular winter sports and alpine skiing is one of the disciplines with
the highest injury risk. Speed, jumps and intense turns lead to 30% of World Cup athletes sustaining a time-loss
injury during the season being the knee the most frequently injured area. All body regions are exposed to impacts
during falls and injuries on the upper body are also common [1-3]. The aim of this work is to develop a new safety
device to mitigate torso injuries and reduce the days of absence from training and competitions.
METHODS. Wearable airbag technology was chosen to design a new protector for ski racing. Electronic sensors
were installed on the vest integrating the airbag in order to analyse the kinematics of the skier and detect the falls.
The airbag is triggered in response to an abnormal event and inflated by a gas generator. Finite element modelling
was used to evaluate the effectiveness of an airbag prototype. Multiple frontal thoracic impact conditions were
simulated on a human body model without protection and coupled with the airbag.
RESULTS. An intelligent airbag system was developed in cooperation with Rossignol to protect the skiers in case
of a fall. The airbag covers the thorax, abdomen, spine and the hips of the user and reduces the neck range of
motion (Figure). The device analyses 1000 times/second the movement of the skier to detect a loss of balance or
a major impact at high speed. The recorded data is used to better understand the context of the fall and improve
the detection algorithm. In less than 100 milliseconds the airbag inflates at the optimum pressure, absorbing part
of the impact energy and protecting the skier. Numerical simulations showed a reduction on the skeletal AIS score
of 1, while the probability of sustaining severe soft tissue injuries was reduced by up to 22% with the safety device.

Figure Body regions protected by the airbag vest.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The new airbag vest, specifically designed for ski racing, provides
protection on a wide human body area remaining light weight, breathable and freedom of movements as required
by the most performant athletes in the world. This product is approved by the International Ski Federation (FIS)
and the French Ski Federation (FFS) for Alpine Ski and Ski Cross.
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INTRODUCTION. During turning maneuvers in alpine skiing, competitive skiers face a high risk of sustaining
a serious knee injury. Musculoskeletal simulation models can estimate individual muscle forces, provide insight
into tissue loading and neural control and can thus contribute to a better understanding of injury mechanisms
during dynamic movements. The purpose of the present study was to develop a three-dimensional musculoskeletal
model of an alpine skier and to determine muscle and knee ligament forces during a turning maneuver.
METHODS. We developed a three-dimensional musculoskeletal model of an alpine skier and two skis with 53
degrees of freedom (19 for the skier and 17 for each ski) and 94 three-element Hill-type muscles (43 per leg and
8 actuating the lumbar joint). The model of the skier was based on the full-body OpenSim model of Catelli et al.
(2019), where we added additional muscles for the lumbar and hip joints. The restraining effect of the ski boot was
represented by a passive moment at the ankle joint. Each ski was discretized into 18 rigid segments connected by
revolute joints with spring damper elements to incorporate mechanical properties of the skis (bending stiffness and
damping). We modeled the ski-snow contact using three types of forces (friction force, penetration forces, shear
force). To simulate a turning maneuver, we formulated an optimal control problem (OCP), where measured
experimental data of an alpine skier was tracked. The OCP was solved using direct collocation and the nonlinear
optimization solver IPOPT. Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) forces were estimated in a postprocessing step using
the 3D knee model of Weinhandl et al. (2014).
RESULTS. Tracking the measured kinematics of the turning maneuver (right turn) by the musculoskeletal skier
model converged in about 40 min. The speed of the skier was about 14 m/s and the duration of the turning maneuver
was 1.5 s. Root mean squared differences between the measured joint angles and the joint angles obtained by the
musculoskeletal skier model ranged from 0.75 to 2.77 deg. The primary activated muscle groups were the lateral
and dorsal trunk muscles, the vasti, hamstrings and glutei of the inner leg as well as the glutei, vasti, soleus and
hamstrings of the outer leg. Knee ligament force were low during the entire turning maneuver. ACL forces peaked
when the skier passed the gate at the fall line and amounted to 87 N on the outer left leg. The main contribution to
ACL loading was due to an external abduction moment acting on the knee joint. Sagittal plane contributions were
low due to consistently high knee flexion (> 58 deg) and substantial coactivation of the hamstrings.

Figure Musculoskeletal skier model performing the turning maneuver
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. A novel three-dimensional musculoskeletal model of an alpine skier was
developed and applied to investigate muscle and knee ligament forces during a turning maneuver. In future
research, we will apply the model to study equipment changes, injury prone situations and predictive simulations.
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INTRODUCTION. Knee injuries, including ACL injuries, remain the most common injury in alpine skiing. A
promising technical solution is a mechatronic ski binding (MSB) (Senner et al. 2013). Such MSB uses sensors to
supervise parameters, which have a strong impact on knee injuries. The four parameters recommended are the
knee flexion angle (KFA), the muscle activation of the thigh, the loads on the feet and the skiing speed (Hermann
and Senner 2020). In order to be able to assign the sensor values to a risk of injury, it is necessary to quantify the
influence of the measured parameters on the knee load. Though some understanding about injury mechanisms
exists, this quantification is limited to results of few studies (mostly cadaver studies) due to the difficulty in
measuring in-vivo forces. To circumvent this problem, a combination of different methods is necessary.
METHODS. Studies are carried out using a combination
of two different methodologies: A leg surrogate (SG) is
used to test the influence on the ACL of various ratios of
quadriceps and hamstring activations in the full range of
knee flexion movement and extension movement (120 tests
in total). A multi-body-simulation-model (MBS-model) of
the same SG is developed and validated with the results
from the SG study and then used to investigate the
influence of other parameters (rotational loads, applied
singular forces; over 180 scenarios tested; KFA from 0 to
135°) and combinations of parameters representing typical
loads in skiing.

Figure 1 Generalized scheme of the effect of various
parameters on the ACL loading over the knee flexion
range. Red: negative effect, resulting in higher ACL
loads; Green: positive effect, resulting in lower ACL
loads; light to dark colouring: weak to strong effect.

RESULTS. The SG study and the MBS show that the
interactions between external loads, muscle activation and
KFA are complex. In Figure 1, generalized rules of these
interactions are illustrated to allow the interpretation with respect to an injury prevention system. Due to the high
number of tests, a quantification of results in this abstract is not possible, but can be found in Hermann (2022).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Summarising, Figure 1 illustrates the positive and negative influence of
the investigated parameters on the ACL loads. The investigations show that no sole parameter suffices as control
variable for a safety system. It can be stated that the KFA is the most important parameter with respect to the risk
of injury, but ACL load varies greatly for the same KFA when combined with different muscle activations and
external loads. With respect to technological improvements, it is clear, that a safety system monitoring the KFA
the muscle activity of the thigh and the external loads acting on the ski could react more adequately on a given
situation than a safety system only monitoring the loads acting on the ski. This can only be achieved with a MSB
including appropriate sensor systems monitoring these parameters.
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INTRODUCTION. Backward twisting falls frequently cause ACL injuries in skiing [1]. To reduce such injuries,
bindings with additional lateral heel release mechanism might be a promising approach. The purpose of this study
was to evaluate the capability of a newly developed binding with an additional lateral heel release mechanism to
reduce ACL tears in backward twisting falls.
METHODS. Binding release tests were performed with a conventional lateral toe release binding (PRX/12, Head
Sport GmbH, Schwechat, AT), and a newly developed lateral heel release binding (Protector PR 11 GW, Head
Sport GmbH, Schwechat, AT). In the test, normal forces of 0, 0.5, and 1 BW (body weight, 70kg) and lateral forces
0.25, 0.35, and 0.45 m behind the center of the binding were applied to the ski. The lateral force was increased
until binding release. The measurement was simulated using a validated finite element leg model [2, knee specimen
01]. Measured inertia properties of the ski-boot-binding system were added. The femur was fixed, the knee flexion
angle was 25°, and a quadriceps and hamstring force of 120 N was applied. The measured normal and lateral forces
were applied to the ski over 60 ms. The simulation adjusted the knee kinematics dynamically according to the
applied load. The ACL force presented is the sum of the anteromedial and posterolateral ACL loading. In parameter
studies, knee flexion angle, load duration, hip internal rotation, and quadriceps-hamstrings force were varied for
the two binding types.
RESULTS. In all considered cases, the lateral heel release binding showed smaller ACL loads compared to the
lateral toe release binding. The reduction of the ACL load for the three load application points and the three normal
loads ranged from 7.4 to 64% (Fig. 1). For the loading time of 120 ms, the ACL force was six times larger than
for 60 ms at 1 BW and 0.25 m. In this case, the heel release binding reduced the ACL load by 53%.

Figure 1: Model (left) and ACL load for lateral toe/heel (brown/blue colors) release binding (right).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The ACL load was estimated with a validated finite element knee model
during various conditions of simulated backward twisting falls. We observed a reduction of the ACL load in all
considered cases for the new lateral heel release binding compared to the conventional toe release binding. Thus,
lateral heel release might reduce ACL injury risk for backward twisting falls. The binding with the additional
lateral heel release provides an additional pivot point at the toe piece of the binding. When a lateral force is applied
at the rear part of the ski, the heel release binding releases at a lower value due to the longer moment arm.
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INTRODUCTION. Knee shows the highest injury incidence both in competitive and recreational modern alpine
skiing. Ski industry efforts are oriented towards the identification of protective strategies involving intervention at
the binding [1] or other protective devices such as knee braces [2]. In addition to studies regarding proprioception
[3], this work addresses the quantitative comparison of knee brace stiffness under realistic conditions.
METHODS. Analysis of World Cup knee accidents [4] allowed estimating knee I/E rotation and Ab/Adduction
critical angle/speed values at different Flexion angles. Three rotational knee DOFs were included in the bench
design, to produce a cyclic/dynamic imposed movement to leg rotation (1), ab/adduction (2) at different knee
flexions (3) (Figure 1.a). A rotational servo hydraulic actuator (+/-130°, max 800°/s) and linear actuator (200mm)
were introduced to drive the distal extremity of the tibia. A 6-axis load cell was applied to the proximal extremity
of the thigh: the knee flexion angle was fixed at different angles. A 3 DOF instrumented cardan joint was applied
to the knee joint of the leg surrogate (Figure 1.c): soft tissue was made of polyethylene foam (104G/30) after
scanning the right leg of an elite downhill skier. Three knee braces were preliminary tested (Figure 1.b): two
conventional knee braces (CKB1,2) and an inflatable prototype (SKBP2), tested at various pressures (Figure 1.d).

Figure 1. (a) Test bench view, with vertical (abduction) and rotational (rotation) actuators; (b) leg surrogate
wearing a knee brace; (c) sensorized 3-axis cardan joint; (d) Torque-rotation curves of different knee braces.
RESULTS. The cyclic loading at each flexion angle with decoupled and coupled torsion/abduction conditions
were obtained. Torque/rotation plots, (Figure 1.d) showed differences in stiffness and hysteresis of knee braces
and evident effect of air pressure on stiffness. CKBs showed torsional stiffness of 0.1 Nm/° and Ab/Ad stiffness
of 0.04 Nm/°: SKB at 0.8 bar showed about double stiffness values.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The bench allows a quantitative conventional comparison of knee braces
under combined flexion/abduction/rotation angles: this is a progress towards knee braces standard test methods.
Limitations regarding the biofidelity of skin surrogate and lack of knee drawer compliance will be overcome by
further improvements of the leg surrogate, including a sensorized anatomical knee replica with artificial ligaments.
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INTRODUCTION.
The first exoskeleton developed for skiers was introduced on the market in 2008. We will describe the mechanisms
behind this invention and explain what it brings to skiers. To back up the sensations of lightness, power and safety
of over 17,000 users, two studies have been conducted to evaluate the system as an assistance for skiers.
METHODS.
A first study (Evaluation of muscular EMG activity variations wearing ski-mojo on a skiing treadmill) was
performed outdoor using a SKIMAGIC treadmill. A single skier performed tests at a speed of 22 km/h on a 30°
slope (with either a Giant and a Slalom trail). EMG signals were recorded on femoral biceps, medial
gastrocnemius, anterior tibia, rectus femoral. These signals were then analyzed and averaged over ten turns. A
second study (Impact of ski-mojo on quadriceps and hamstring muscle activity in skiers by EMG and force
platform study) was performed on 21 skiers. EMG signals on quadriceps and hamstrings and forces were recorded
with MegaWin EMG and PdF Medicapteur. Signals were recorded with skiers on static tuck position during 1
minute. 3 acquisitions were performed with Ski-Mojo off and 3 acquisitions with Ski-Mojo on alternated, with 5
minutes rest between each acquisition.
RESULTS.
The first study showed that EMG signals were consistently lower when the ski-mojo was activated (from -19% to
-37% depending on the slopes and the muscles). The second study highlighted that on average, quadriceps activity
was reduced by 30% and hamstrings activity was increased by 10% when the ski-mojo was activated. Moreover,
stability was increased with Ski-Mojo "ON" versus "OFF".

Swiss Demo Team Member Richard Amacker
wearing Exoskeleton Ski-Mojo
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.
This exoskeleton could lead to better, longer and safer skiing.
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INTRODUCTION. In technically demanding sports, such as alpine skiing, a functional and goal-oriented
approach to teach beginners is crucial in order to acquire the appropriate positions and actions for a ‘good
technique’. Beginners can adopt a detrimental upright and backseat position as well as a slightly bent and middle
to forward lean position, the latter being considered advantageous regarding control movements along all degrees
of freedom while skiing. As it is possibly dependent on the learning method which motion patterns will be
automatized, the aim of the current study was to find out whether the position on the ski with regard to the anteriorposterior direction is more favourable after the conventional snowplow (SP) lessons or after being instructed by
the One-Ski-Method (OSM).
METHODS. Ten participants went through the regular SP lessons while another 10 participants were taught by
the OSM for one week, respectively. The OSM contains several exercises on one ski in the flat and on moderate
slopes as a preparation for the turns on two skis such as gliding, edging und turning using a large pole (Fig.1). The
OSM follows the principle to avoid the snowplow. On the first and the sixth day of skiing, all participants were
tested using pressure insoles (Novel, Loadsol) and simultaneously filmed by a video camera in order to compare
the posture on the ski regarding the anterior-posterior shift of the centre of pressure (CoP) during five predefined
turns.
RESULTS. The results reveal that OSM learners show a distinct greater forefoot load (Fig.2).
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Figure 1: Learning by using a large pole (OSM)
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Figure 2: Ratio Forefoot – Heel OSM vs. SP

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The OSM learners showed a more pronounced forefoot pressure
compared to the SP learners which may lead to the conclusion that the OSM teaches a more favorable position on
the ski. It is known that backward lean positions can potentially lead to the common knee injury mechanisms
(Hunter, 1999). Moreover, it is desirable to automatize a favorable motion pattern from scratch in order to be able
to adopt to different environments and undergrounds while skiing. The OSM follows the strategy to train the main
body postures and actions initially on one ski (for approx. half a day) in order to successively transfer them to two
skis. A mismatch of the motion patterns of the conventional snowplow and the aspired (parallel) technique has
been pointed out about 70 years ago (Möhn, 1950). This approach has also been termed ‘exhausting and painful’
(DSLV, 2019) in recent teaching literature. Our results support the notion that at least more scientific attention
should be paid to teaching methods for beginners.
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INTRODUCTION. The incidence and severity of MCL and ACL injuries in alpine skiing is significant1.
Abduction is the dominant mechanism2. Abduction-forces applied to the ski close-behind the tibia-axis produce
combined tibia-torques and abduction-moments associated with ACL and MCL injury3. Lab test equipment that
measures these loads was used to develop special ski-bindings with non-pre-releasing lateral-heel release and
special lateral-heel release settings4. A test-method posited for use by ski-shops to validate lateral-heel releasesettings involves this null hypothesis: there is no difference between the lab test method and a specificallydefined shop test method.
METHODS. A range of male and female abduction-lever-arms and associated body weights were culled from
published biometric data4. A range of 5 standardized torsional release torque settings (and related ISO9462/8061-defined boot-sole lengths) were matched to the body weights. Average boot sole thickness under the
heel and binding stand-height were added to the abduction-lever-arms then transposed to the afterbody of the ski
with a tolerance of +/- 4cm4. Lab test method: a variable length ISO 9838 test-sole was affixed to a rigid-frame.
The ski was held to the test-sole only by the binding. The torsional release torque setting was calibrated then
locked. The lateral-heel release-setting was hunted such that when abduction-force was applied to the after-body
of the ski at the high-end of the transposed abduction-lever-arm tolerance, lateral-toe release occurred; and when
applied to the low-end of the tolerance, lateral-heel release occurred4. 6 sets of tests were measured at each end
of the tolerance. Shop test method: The ski was fixed to a bench. Lateral-toe and lateral-heel release-settings
were unchanged from the lab test. One end of a rigid metallic-arm was affixed to the test-sole while the other
end spanned slightly above the after-body of the ski. Abduction-force was applied and measured at the free-end
of the arm at the high-end of the abduction-lever-arm tolerance producing lateral-toe-release; then applied to the
low-end of the tolerance producing lateral-heel release — in 6 sets of tests at each end of the tolerance. The two
test methods, lab and shop, were repeated across the 5 torsional-release-torque settings, independently.
RESULTS. Two-sample independent t-tests for each of the 5 sets of data compared lab-tests to shop-tests for
each set of lateral-heel and lateral-toe tests, separately.
Set torque
daNm
3
4
5
6
7

Lateral-heel release force (N)
Mean-lab Mean-shop p-value
62.27
55.60
< 0.001
80.06
80.82
< 0.3409
93.41
93.41
> 0.999
97.10
106.75
< 0.001
103.06
127.52
< 0.001

Lateral-toe release force (N)
Mean-lab Mean-shop p-value
48.17
47.46
0.5490
71.92
70.41
0.1877
81.53
77.80
0.0924
97.10
94.30
0.0364
103.06
106.00
0.1561

DISCUSSION. Four p-values were <0.05, a statistically significant difference: the null hypothesis was rejected.
The original lab test method remained the de facto method for now. A future prospective intervention study is
needed to address causation between additional, non-pre-releasing, lateral-heel release and MCL and ACL
injuries in skiing.
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INTRODUCTION. Ski touring is rapidly gaining interest and increasing its pool of practisers thanks to a boost
given by the recent pandemic and the closure of ski-lifts in many regions. Differently to alpine skiing, lightness of
the gear is crucial since the practiser ascends the track without ski-lifts. Nevertheless, structural properties still
need to ensure a safe and enjoyable skiing. Ski boot is one of the key components contributing to the overall
performance of the system and its flexural stiffness in downhill has already been investigated in the past [1,2]. To
guide industry towards an optimization of the ski boot structure also in uphill climbing, a complete measurement
system was developed to collect ski boot loads and kinematics in uphill and downhill phases.
METHODS. Two six-axis load cells M3564F (Sunrise Instruments, China) were placed under front and rear
Alpinist 12 (Marker) ski touring bindings with two pairs of additional aluminium plates. Total added weight of the
load acquisition system was 0,52 kg/ski. Height added between ski and ski binding was 20 mm. To measure boot
component angles in the sagittal plane, a Tecnica Zero G ski boot was equipped with three angular potentiometric
sensors to collect the angle between: i) ski boot sole and the ski (in climbing), ii) boot shell and cuff, iii); boot
shell and skier’s tibia. Load and angle data were acquired with SoMat (HBM) data acquisition system fitted in a
compact backpack. Right side climbing and skiing data of an agonist skier (age 26 y.o., weight 70 kg) was recorded
in a mixed piste/off-piste terrain in Passo Rolle (TN, Italy) (Figure 1.a).
RESULTS. Figure 1.b reports uphill climbing total force and kinematics data of four cycles. Vertical GRF shows
a typical gait shape with two local maxima of 662 N and 686 respectively. Angular range of motion was of 60° for
the ski/boot sole, 20° for the boot sole/cuff, and 17.5° for the boot sole/tibia.

Figure 1 a) skier ascending the slope; b) uphill kinetic and kinematic data
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Results of in field test sessions will be analysed to generate data which
will be used to feed a test bench designed for applying climbing and skiing loads to ski boots.
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INTRODUCTION. Alpine ski racing has a very high risk of injury, where every sixth athlete suffers from a
severe injury each season [1]. To develop effective prevention measures, kinematic data of injury situations are
necessary. However, data from injury situations are mostly video recordings. The retrieval of kinematic data can
so far only be accomplished by time-consuming manual matching techniques [2]. Machine learning and artificial
intelligence could automate the task of human posture estimation, if enough injury videos with associated
kinematic data were available [4]. The aim of this study was to generate a video – Xsens MVN database and to
evaluate, whether this database is sufficiently accurate for an application in machine learning.
METHODS. Eight imitated injury relevant postures as well as falls at low speed were recorded for each of three
skiers with four cameras and with the Xsens MVN Link system (Xsens Technologies BV, Enschede, The
Netherlands). In the event of a fall, the skier could open the binding with a mechanical release device. Control
points and camera positions were surveyed using a theodolite (CTS-2B, Topcon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). The
accuracy of the Xsens MVN Link system was determined by comparison with a self-developed calibrated modelbased image-matching technique.
RESULTS. The mean maximum deviation of the trials of flexion/extension, abduction/adduction and
internal/external rotation for thig, lower leg and ski between Xsens and the matching technique ranged between
14° and 22° (Fig. 1). The internal/external rotation for thigh and lower leg could not be recognized precisely
enough with the matching technique and is therefore not listed. The 3D coordinates of the knee and ankle relative
to the center of mass showed maximum deviations of 25 and 40 cm, respectively.
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Figure 1: Maximum deviation of the segment angles, between the Xsens MVN BIOMECH and the matching
technique
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. A database for ski injuries with videos and the corresponding 3d
coordinates and segment angles with the Xsens MVN Link was generated. However, it is questionable if segment
angles from Xsens are sufficiently accurate for the machine learning and artificial intelligence for imitated injury
relevant poses. An adaptation of data filtering procedures for skiing might help to reduce the measurement errors
in Xsens data.
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